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FOREWORD
On the 17 th. of June 1922 our party of four
sailed for Brazil from New York under the auspices of The Christian and Missionary Alliance :
This party consisted of Mr. and Mrs. D . S.
Clark and his brother, J. D. Clark, a.nd myself.
We had as our destination the Port of Para at
the mouth of the Amazon river. Here we intended
to make our headquarters while the Portuguese
language was being acquired by those who wer e
new to the field while we made a thorough investig.a tion of the whole Am'a zon Val1ey in order to
find out the field of greatest need and discover
just where God was cailing us to labour .
At first we thought that it might be Para
itself, but soon found this city to be occupied by
missionar ies of the Baptist, Presbyterian and
Methodist Churches as well as by a Pentecostal
Mission. Hence we began to look further afie!d
and made minute investigation into the conditions
of the Valley .as a whole from the standpoint of
the di stribution of missionary effort. We found
that the Bapt~sts had a considerable work in
this region and planned a big forward move.
The Presbyterians also, we learned, are located in
the Valley. With this information, and knowing
how small is the population of Amazonia in comparison to its vast area we began to wonder if
our work did not lie rather among the pagan Indians than among the Roman Catholic Brazilians.
With this possibillty in mind a start was
made in studying the Indian situation. We soon
learned that the Ind ;ans of Brazil, broadly

Rpeaking, are to be found in two quite distinct
sections of the country; firs-t, in the immense
forest region at the upper reaches of the Amazon
and its western tributaries, and, second, the great
Brazilian Plateau which lies between Longitudes
45 and 60 and between the parallels of Latitude
9 and 20. The eleventh paraillel of latitude
between the above degrees of longitude indicateg
perhaps the moS't unknown section of the habitable surface of the earth.
Reliable information of the conditions existing
in these regions and of the possibility of starting
evangelistic work among the Indians could only
be obtained by a personal visit to the region. Of
the two, the country at the headwaterS' of the
Amazon .seemed the lesS' favourable for the
foBowing reasons. The Indians there are forest
Indians and live far in the dense .Silvas of the
Amazon and without any settled home. They
wander over great tracts of la:nd, one t ribe being
found a.t different times at ver y dh1t ant points
one from the other. Again, these Indians, having
experienced the horrible atrocities of t he Amazon rubber boom a few. years ago, are suspicious
of the white man and move furtht~r, and still
further, into the forests .at his approach .
.The tribes of the Central Brazilian Plateau,
on the other hand, know no s.uch experiences and
live a ·much more settled life in their villages, and
are therefore much more easily reached.
With this knowledg.e acquired we naturally
decided to make the trip to the Indians of the
Plateau which forms the great unknown heart
of this great country, and s.o learn for ourselves
of the possibilities of taking t h e Gospel of the
Grace of God to these abandoned tribes.

Having obtained the approval of our Home
Board and the promise of their prayers Mr. J.
D. Clark and myself sailed for Rio de Janeiro
with a view to rea:ch this region by way of the
south .and so be able to descend rather than ascend
the rivers, which all flow in a northerly direction.
The Indians of the Araguaya were our
objective, and especially the two tribes that
inhabit the great island of Bananal. This is an
island in the Araguaya river and is considered
the largest flu vial island in the world. It is well
over 200 miles long and is as large as either Portugal or Switzerland.
The following pages contain what we believe
to be an accurat e account of our experi ences and
of the information we obtained. We aim at
avoiding exaggeration, but also wish to paint as
true a picture as possible, and hope that our story
may be the means of creating interest and
enlisting the prayers of God's people on behaH
of this benighted race.
Para, Brazil .
February, 1923.
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CHAPTER I
THE BRAZILIAN COAST
At midnight on September 20 th. , 1922, we
stood on the deck of the Lloyd Bnrzilian boat
" Florianopolis " 'looking out over the placid waters
of the Lower Amazon. The harbour lights reflected in the waters and the occasional dull red
light marking a shaJlow or some danger spot
were very picturesque, and as, a few moments
later, we steamed down the broad bosom of the
mighty river we naturally thought of the greai
unknown that lay before us and thanked God
that our times were in His hands.
By the following morning we were out in
the open sea and experiencing heavy swells and
high wind$. At first one was inclined to give
credence to the popular belief in what a r e commonly called Equinoctial Gales, as the sun on that
day wa8 crossing the Equator coming south and
we were not far from the Line. On reflection,
however, we concluded that the heavy seas were
due to the meeting of the rush of fre sh water
coming down the Amazon with the very strong
oeean current that sweeps up the Brazilian coast,
past the Amazon mouth, rounding the north coast
of the Continent and into the Gulf of Mexico
where it becomes known as the Gulf Stream.
The winds were the usu.al trade winds that blow
across the AtJantic .a t that time of year.
Until we reached the town of Maranhao, our
first port of call, we did not find much pleasure
in life! The "Florianopolis ", originally constructed for river service, is a flat-bottomed boat,
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and even in the smoothest of seas appears to be
restlessi and unbalanced. It may be left to the
imagination to tell of our state during these two
terrible days. Suffice it to say that it was quite
impossible to sit in one's deck-chair on deck due
to the motion of the ship and also to the waves
that, hitting the boat broadside on, wou~d break
and wash even the upper deck. One wasi forcibly
reminded of Kipling's famous poem "Rolling down
to Rio"!
Maranhao, the Capital of the state of the
same name, is quite a flourishing town and is
becoming more so in recent years. It is situated
on an island formed by the mouths of the rivers
Mearim and Itapicuru. We did not land here,
as the boat arrived late at night and left again
early the following morning.
The next day found us at Tutoya the port of
Parnahyba the capital of the cattle state of Piauhy. \futoya no doubt exists, but we had to take
it on faith as nothing could be seen from the ship.
We were evidently in a large harbour as the
water was motionless, but nothing but small
islands and dense bush could be seen. We . had
arrived during the night and early in the morning
a small steam launch appeared from among the
islands bringing on board some officials and a
number of fruit vendors. The latter were especially welcome and we bought a supply of milkcocoanuts and water-melons whieh wer'e most
enjoyable.
Our next stop was Ceara, the Capital of the
state of Ceara. This town has recently been
attracting quite a large immigration due to the
very extensive harbour worksi that are being
undertaken by the Federal Government in that
State to avoid the frequent and disastrous
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droughts that have prevailed there. On the last
occasion that we pa·s sed through this port the
piers were filled with starving people who were
waiting for a boat to take them south. At that
time the boats were quite unable to handle the
crowds that wished to migrate to avoid the pangsf
of hunger. A visit on shore here proved to be
most interesting.
For most of the way down the coast the ship
hugs the shore very closely giving one opportunity of .seeing what there is to be seen of the
coast and making the tr~ p more interesting. One
cannot help being struck with the sudden change~
in colour that the sea undergoes. Perhaps this
was most noticeable when rounding ·cape Sao
Roque, the great eastern elbow of the South American continent. At this point we passed within
two or three hundred yards of the beach. As
we neared the cape and drew nearer into shore
we passed out of the deep blue waters into thosie
of a lighter blue and on into a dark green, which
in turn gave place to a green of a lighter shade.
These rapid changes in the colouring of the sea
were most beautiful .and combined with the deep
blue of the tropical sky and the great masses of
dazzling white clouds overhead the picture wa-s
perfect.
Not many hours after rounding the point our
ship dropped anchor in the little town of Natal,
the principal city of Rio Grande do Norte. The
entrance to th~ harbour is very dangerous, being
through a long and narr:ow pass.age between rocks
and reefs. The town itself is -o f little interest,
as are most of the towns in the north-eastern
states of Brazil. They grow in proportion to the
development of the State as a whole which, in the
north of Brazil, is slow. Cabedello, our next stop~
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was also of this class, little towns striving against
heavy odds to become great.
Pernambuco, the most easterly city of the
South American continent, was reached about
~ighteen hours after Cabedello.
We spent a
very enjoyable day here taking a long car drive
through the city and out to the beautiful suburb
of Olinda. From this point south was familiar
ground to me and naturally brought up many
sweet memories of happy days long since gone by.
The movement and bustle of this town was
a: great contrast to the sleepy little towns of the
north and spoke to one of the still greater change
we were to see on reaching the great southern
Capitals of Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo. Pernambuco is a great sugar-exporting centre and,
as is to be expected, made great progress during
the war years .
Three days later, ·calling at the small town of
Macei6 on the way, we entered the great harbour
of Bahia. The extent of this harbour is second
only to that of Rio itself which is second to none
in the world. The full name of this monster bay
is "Bahia de todos os Santos", or "the Bay of all
the Saints". The city was once the Capital of
Brazil which wa'S originally known as "A Terra
de Santa Cruz" or "the Land of the Holy Cross".
As would be expected from its name this city
was once a stronghold of Rome and still has 365
-churches, - one for each day in the year! It is
a quaint old town consisting of the Upper and
Lower City, the means of transit between which
are by elevator and inclined electric railroad. The
view of the harbour from the upper city is quite
beyond description. Bahia is not a healthy town
being frequently visited by small pox and now
and again by yellow fever. North of Rio de
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Janeiro, it is said, Para is the most healthy city
in the country. And this is probably true.
The town of Victoria, Capital of the state
-o f Espirito Santo (the state of the Holy Spirit) ,
was our last port of call before reaching Rio de
Janeiro, the Federal Capital. The entrance to
Victoria harbour is most beautiful, long and
tortuous, winding among great mountains of solid
rock that come right down to the water's edge.
So na·r row, indeed, does the passage become at
times that one wonders how it is possible to enter
it by night as we did. The rough sea dashing up
against the cliffs made a most exquisite scene,
so much in contrast with the still blue waters
further north that wash up on the low beaches of
white sand.
Before closing our brief descrjption of the
cruise down the Brazilian coast mention must be
made of what are known as the "Ja'ngadeiros".
These fishermen are comparable with their brothers of the North Sea for both · courage and
endurance. They may be seen miles out of sight
of land on small rafts of logs where they remain
for days before returning to their base. They
can hardly be seen in the trough of the waves
when the sea is at all rough, and at times they
have to wave a shirt or some such thing to attract
the attention of a passing ship to avoid being run
down. At night they light a fire when in danger
of collision. Neither bad weather nor rough seas
seem to make any difference to these hardy
mariners of the breezy coast of Brazil .
On October 5th. we awoke to find ourselves
in the most beautiful harbour of the world-Ro
de Janeiro.

CHAPTER II
TWO GREAT CITIES
The beauties of the harbour of Rio de Janeiro
cannot be described, one has to see to belieYe.
The bay itself is so immense that from the entrance the far shore cannot be seen. It is said
that the navies of the world could safely ride at
anchor in this majestic bay. The city itself liesnear the entrance to the .harbour and · is circumscribed by an amphitheatre of mountains,
which at certain points come down almost to the
water's edge and so divide the city into certain
well defined areas, joined one to another by winding boulevards and palm avenues of excellent
construction and rare beauty . Far up in among
the mountains there wind shady automobile roads
over which one may drive for hours through the
dense tropical woods that cover these hills and
view the great city from every angle as the roads
wind up and up to ever increasing altitudes. The
visitor who finds the luxurious hotels of the city
proper too hot during the summer months may
live in one or other of the equally comfortable
hotels among these wooded hills from which he
ca-n view the great city at his feet and the blue
ocean as far as the eye can see.
The "Pa-o de Assucar" or Sugar Loaf Mountain is of world-wide renown and affords one of
the most beautiful panoramas imaginable. One
ascends in a small car which trave1s suspended
from a- steel cable, and as the car travels ever
higher and higher one can see, far below, the
clouds blowing in from the sea. O:i reaching
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the summit, which is over twenty-five hundred
feet above the waves that wash the beach immediately below, the view of the harbour and its
many jslands, of the dty and its magnificent
b1tildings-, and of the mountains beyond, fills one
with amazement at the beauties of nature and of
the skill of man, which when combined ·make
t.h at which baffles even poets to describe.
The h ·' ghest peak in the immediate vicinity
of the city is known as Corcovado and is over
four thousand feet high. This mountain is
ascended by means of an electric inclined railroad
and affords an even more extensive panorama
than that from the Sugar Loaf rock. The view
of the city as see.n from this point by night is most
wonderful which once seen can never be forgotten.
The city of Rio de Janeiro itself is a welJ
built city with many very magnificent structures,
~uch, for exemple, as the Municipal Theatre, which
cost th! ee million doHars and which is beautiful in
proportion to its cost. The Monroe Palace, the
Government buildings ai:1d the many fine bank
buildings are all of imposing dimensions and
plea sing architecture. The Avenida Rio Branco,
the principal street of the city, is probably one
of the finest city thoroughfares in the world.
This street, together with many others, is as a
rule crowded with people and bustling with street
cars, motor omnibuses and automobiles.
The
streets are nearly all paved with asphalt and the
sidewalks are made of small broken stone of
various colours p]aced so as to form varied floral
designs. Nearly all streets have a row of trees
on either side whi ch not only makes the city more
beautiful but also affords shade from the sun
for animals and pedestrians .

Rio de Janeiro -~View from Corcovado showing the Sugar Loaf Rock.
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At the time of our arrival in October the
great centennial celebrations had just come to a
close, though there was much in evidence that
spoke of great events; the battleships of many of
the nations were still to be seen in the harbour,
mid prominent persons were still guests in the
Capital. The International Exhibition was in
full swing and a visit to the pavilions of the various nations was well repaid . The Exhibition
grounds, situated on the sea-front, were well laid
out and in themselves formed a very pretty promenade. The buildings specially erected for the
Brazilian exhibits were exceptionally beautiful
and were filled with articles representing almost
every branch of industry, and which showed ·a
surprisingly high standard of national development.
Being fortunate enough to have relatives in
Rio we had an exceptionally happy time there.
We spent six days that will not soon be forgotten,
days not altogether spent in recreation and sightseeing but also in some very important items of
business. We reported to the Secretaries of both
the British and American Bible Societies informing them of our intended trip, and were well
received by them and treated with much kindness.
We also called on Dr. Erasmo Brag.a, the Chairman of the Brazilian Branch of the Committee
for Co-operation in Latin America, who informed
us that Committee had recently had a meeting at
which was fully discussed the question of the
evangelisation of the Indians. It appears that
the native Brazilian Church feels it its peculiar
duty to carry the Gos.pel to these people and is
seriously ·contemplating undertaking this task.
A number of recommendations were made by the
.Committee to be submitted to the several branch-
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es of the Evangelical Church, among which
was one suggesting that a seres of voyages of
exploration be ma.de into several sect:ons of the
great Indian territory for the obtaining of
fir sthand information. Th ·~s was exactly the
mission that we were on at the time a:nd for this
reason found ourselves not only in sympathy with
the aims a·nd ideas of the Comm ~ ttee but actually
in active co-operation with them .
Dr. Braga. was kindness itse]f to us and did
us the great service of personally presenting us
to the directors of t he Government Department for
the Protection of the Indians.
This Department of the Government is
.attempting a great work and is realJy making a
serious effort to a·ccomplish something for the
betterm ent of the Indian tribes of the far interior.
They were very willing to express their .appreciation of our desires in the same direction and
did not hesitate to offer all the assistance they
could, should we decide to start work of this nature. They were very frank in saying that
according to the Constitution they were unable
to do any propaganda work for us as a religious
body, though they unhesitatingly gave us to
understa nd that the Government looked with
greater · favour on Protestant effort in this direction than Catholic, as they were of the opinion
that the latter had failed ba:dly in doing any lasting good for the Indians wherever they had attempted to establish a miss'. on. The priests ~eem to
have exploited the Indians rather than sought to
help them either materially or spiritually.
The Department for the Protection of the
Indians, which is a sub-department .of that of
Agriculture, has opened stations at what they call
"Pontos de Perigo" or "Danger Zones". A.

1

Rio by night.

Taken from the Sugar Loaf.

Corcovado in the background.

The Municipal Theatre.

Rio.
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danger zone is one where the Indians are for the
first time coming into contact with the white man
and where there will be established either good
or bad relations between them. At these points
the Government open up a station and make it
their busi ness to see that the relations established
between the white and red man are good. They
advocate the general principle of establishing
missions at the headwaters of the rivers and work
down, rather than begin at the lower reaches and
work up. The reason for this is that in the more
remote regions the Indians have never come in
contact with the white man and never experienced
the eruelties that unfortunately have been
committed among the tribes living nearer civilization. We took this as very sound advice.
We felt very happy at learning of the sympathic
attitude of the Government and of their common
interest in the uplifting of the Indians. Of course
we considered that we are ablei to offer the Indian
far more than what any earthly government can
give, namely, Life Eternal through the infinite
Grace of God. Nevertheless, we fully agree with
the ideas of the officials we met in Rio to the effect
that for the savage to intelligently grasp and
appreciate the spiritual we must seek to better his
condition materially and use this method as a
channel through which to reach his heart for God.
He must be taught to wear clothes, to live in houses, to obey the laws of hygiene and cleanliness, to
work for his living by cultivating the soil and
being industrious with his hands. He must learn
to read and write, and be taught something of
the great world outside as well as of the Life
beyond, of God and His love for sinful men .
Hawing thus satisfactorily perfomed the important duty of visiting this, Government Depart-
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ment in the beautiful Capital, and on the morning
of the 11th. of October we secured a passage on
the luxurious day train bound for Sao Paulo. In a
few hours w2 had ascended the Serra and were
running along on high ground through interesting
and picturesque country. By 7 p. m. we had
completed the three hundred miles that separate
these tvvo cities and found ourselves on the
platform of the magnificent Railroad station of
Sao Paulo s·urrounded by a large group of relatives and missionary friends come to welcome
us. It was indeed a pleasiure to meet all these
old friends again and needless to say we enjoyed
our two weeks stay in Sao Paulo to the utmost.
It was the home of the writer for eight years and
the native city of his dear wife whom the Lord
took to be with Himself three years ~go. The
old haunts naturally to0k one's thoughts back
to the days gone by, and on such occasions one
stops to think and ponder over the ways of God aind
the paths along which He leads us. Often these
ways seem "pas t tr.acing out", and were it not for
the unspeakably precious gift of faith such paths
would often appear to be mere tracts in the sands
of time that border on the grealt ocean of the
unknown .
Sao Paulo has been described ais the Chicago of Brazi l ~ and sueh it is. It is the great coffee
centre thr ough which passes the great er part of
t he world's coffee supply. The city is also deridedly
manufacturing city, t here being
factories .and mills of every kind. It is busy and
full of life and prosper ity, and the people are
more alert and progr essive than in any other part
of the country. The S tate of Sao Paulo is the
richest in the Union and by far the most developed. Not only does there exist a veritable
1
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network of railroads throughout the State but
nearly all the points of importance can be reached
by automobile over very good roads. The rity
has three engineering schools, one Jaw school, a
school of medicine, a lyceum of arts and a
magnificent museum. The Municipal Theatrei
rivals that of Rio.
A~ in Rio de Janeiro so also in Sao Paulo
there is considerable missionary work being done.
Indeed, the native churches of the various
denominations are partiailly self-supporting and
possess very nice church buildings. Protestantism in the south of Brazil is a recognized factor
in the community and though the opposition of
the .R oman Church is always to be counted on, yet
perfect freedom of worship is enjoyed by all.
The Methodists have a large Publishing House,
the Baptists a scho0iJ, and the Presbyterians a
seminary and the well-known engineering S'C'hool
of Mackenzie College in this city.

Railroad Station -

Sao Paulo.

•

CHAPTER III
INTO THE INTERIOR
Early on the morning of October 25th. we
steamed out of Sao Paulo City on the very
comfortable day train of the Paulista Railroad.
For the first time since leaving Para our faces
were turned towards the north. Sao Paulo was
the most southerly point we were to reach, that
is the very edge of the southern Tropic, and from
this point we were to gradually cross the Parallels until arriving within a stone's throw of
the Equator at Para.
With the exception of food, we had completed
the purchase of our outfit and supplies in Sao
Paulo and were well prepared for our long and
adventurous trip through the heart of Brazil.
At 5 p. m. we arrived at Ribeirao Preto, a very
flourishing town in the heart of the great coffee
district. We had passed through a considerable
section of the coffee region during the day and
thoroughly enjoyed the unique experience of
p~sRing through great tracts of country where as
far as the eye can reach on either Slide of the
train no green was to be seen but the leaf of the
coffee shrub. Coffee growers number their trees
by the million and the value of their crops in
hundreds of thousands in this State and for the
most part are the most monied men of the country.
Once more we had the opportunity of staying
· with relatives, and so broke our journey by
spending a, very enjoyable day in Ribeirao Preto.
On the following morning we booked to the end
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of the line of the Mogya:na Railroad on to which
we had changed from the Pau' ista a few hours
out of Sao Paulo. During the day we ran out
of the State of Sao Paulo and entered that of
Minas Geraes, and out of the coffee country into
the cattle-raising lands of central Brazil. The
train reached a'll altitude of over three thousand
feet, where though only five hundred feet higher
than the city of Sao Paulo the climate is much
drier and more even. The change of soil and vegetation was very marked during the day's travel.
That night we slept in a very modest hotel in
the little town of Araguary which is the terminus of the Mogyana a:nd the starting point of
the Goyaz Railroads. From this point on when
the vrnrld "hotel" is used the reader is asked to
disassociate in his mind anything that would lead
him to imagine fine rooms, good meals or efficient
service. What is meant is a small boarding
house ·o f very questionable cleanlines3 a:nd
unquestionable simplicity, where one should
expect dinner without pudding, coffee without
milk, a bed without a sheet and very frequently
a night without sleep! Sufficient to say that our
hotel bills for three stops off totalled less than
$3 for two persons !
By 5 p. m. on the following morning we
were once more travelling north, this time on
the new Goyaz Railroad which is pushing towards
the Capital of the state of that name. The railhead is at present at a place called Roncador, on
the banks of the Corumba River, but we decided
not to go as far as that point but stop off at
Catalao and spend the week-end with our old
friend Mr. Bryce W. Rankin of the Evangelical
Union Df South America:. Mrs. Rankin had just
sailed for England, but Mr. Rankin made us feel
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very much at home and also gave us the opportunity of preaching the Gospel at both the
morning and evening services in their pretty new
church building. We had .also the privilege of
preaching the Gospel on three different occasions
in Sao Paulo ·and hoped to be able to do so at
many places on route as possible. Mr. Rankin
is doing a very good work at Catalao and the
oudook is encouraging. These missionaries in
the far interior of Brazil .are veritable heroes,
fighting against heavy odds. Shut away in some
little town, without any comforts, limited means,
many disappointments and the continual opposition of the priests, they work on · year after
year. What makes their work doubly as difficult
is the sparcity of population .and the great
distances between stations.
Sometimes an
outstation is as much as five or six days from
headquarters, and no good roads over which to
ride very poor riding-mules. The people of the
far interior are for the most part ignorant and
illiterate, which, together with the fact that they
are very superstitious and have low moral standards, ma·kes work among them usually very discouraging. On the other hand, much that is
good can be said of these people, they are very
lovable and perhaps more polite and genuinely
hospitable than ony other people on earth. They
seem to make a religion of hospitality, and one
can count on being well received and treated with
the utmost kindness in any part of this great
country.
Early on Monday morning we bade goodbye
to our good friends at Catalao and boarded the
train for Ron cad or. We reached the railhead
at three in the afternoon and immediately sought
the automobile which we had previously arranged

as
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for. The little o· d Ford looked familiar even. in.
these far away regions, and proved no less heroic
than its brothers of the N orith, for after we and
our baggage were on board there was no less a
load than eleven hundred pounds! 'rhis load Would
have appeared more to us had we known the
nature of the roads we were to drive over during
the next two days! Nevertheless, after a meal
at the hotel, we started off for the Capita-I.
The roads over which we passed during the
next two days were hardly worthy of the name:
they were often not more thari clearings across
the open fields, and when they in any way
resembled a road they were so uneven and full of
holes and ruts that the open fields were even
preferable. Needless to say it was. not easy
going, and what made th ~ ngs considerably worse
was that our chauffeur was extremely reckless
and had no consideration for either passengers
or car. He drove over holes and ruts, over stones
and falJen trees alike w:thout thinking of shutting
off gas. The result of this fearful combination of
ba·d roads and careless driving will be seen by a
description of the car on our arrival in the Capital. Both front and baek springs were broken,
both the foot and emergency brakes were useless,
the clutch was all but burnt out, necessitating us
pushing the car up the hills, the plugs were fouled
and the tires in a hopeless condition. On two
occasions the tires were cut by the mud guards
which were continually scraping them due to the
heavy load and lack of springs .
The distanee between Roncador and. Goyaz
Capital is about seventy lea·g ues by the route we
took, and with the exception of the last seven the
roads were as we have described. It should be
· · mentioned that a Brazilian league is equal to six
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kilometres or slightly over three and a: half miles,
and is the unit of linear measurement of distances .
throughout the whole interior of Brazil. We
were half a day behind schedule ·On arriving at
the Capital owing to our many delays on the road.
On more than one occasion we lost the trail and
once went two leagues out of our wa:y. We
passed through several small towns and made
stops at some for breakfast or a night's lodging.
We wasted no time in starting in the mornings so
as to make up for lost time and also to take advantage of the cool of the day. On the second
morning we started by starlight at about 4 a. m.
but were unfortunate in not making a town until
2 p. m. for breakfast, which was our first bite
since the previous evening! ·
On that day our troubles were added to by
our falling twice into what are called "MataBurros ", literally translated "Kill-Mules". This
foolish invention is a contrivance intended to take
the place of a gate at property boundaries, and
iR merely a pit dug in the centre of the road
about five feet deep, six feet wide and perhaps
seven· or eight feet long. The property fence
on either side comes right up to the hole thus
preventing cattle passing a:nd is just as effective
in killing mules! Across this pit are placed two
logs over which the wheels of the car pass-if
they are steered by a careful and firm hand . We
crossed numbers of these in safety but came to
grief on two occasions. First it wa;s the front
wheels that left the track and precipitated the
car, engine foremost, into the hole, and on the
second it was the rear of the overloaded car that
went down. Fortunately for us on both occasions the hubcap caught on the logs, thus pre·venting the car falling as far as it otherwise would.
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Nevertheless the task of lifting an automobile loaded with baggage out of a pit in a
burning tropical sun did not add to our list of
enjoyments! But we were more than thankful
that no bones were broken. We had no fear of
our springs breaking on these occasions as they
had long er e this been flattened out!
The country we were passing through was a
great constr.ast fo the red fertile soil of the coffee
regions of Sao Paulo and the large areas of cultivation seen further south. Here the soil looked
poor and the vegetation scrubby; and only at long
intervals did one see cattle feeding. Nevertheless,
the south of Goyaz exports to the South a great
number of head of cattle annually and could
produce maJny more than it is actually doing at
present. The bird-life did not appear to be very
abundant, though one often observed large flocks
of doves and an occasional large bird. One
rather interesting bird that was frequent!y to
be seen running mad~ y in front of our car or off
to one side was what had the appearance of a
wild turkey, but which we were told was not
considered good to eat on account of its principal
food being snakes.
At about 8 p. m. on November 2nd. we
arrived in the Capital somewhat the worse for our
automobile trip but full of admiration for the
little old Ford! We were welcomed by our good
friends Mr. and Mrs. Archie Macintyre of the
Evangelical Union of South America. These
two excellent missionaries have been stationed in
this out-of-the-way capital for a number of years
and have built up a most encouraging work in
this town and outlying villages. They also have
to overcome long distances on mule-back in order
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to reach their outstations, Mr. Macintyre
spending much of his time in this way.
Goyaz Capital itself is a town of some 15.000
inhabitants and in many ways is an attractive
little city. But owing to the fact of its being,
up to the present, without communication with
the outside world it is much handicapped and
undeveloped. We chose to come by automobile
in order to save time and unnecessary hardship,
but the more usual wa.y for travellers and the only
w.ay for merchandise is by mule which takes ten
days from the rail-head. Even the mails are
still carried on mule-back, and the automobile
is only a very recent introduction. The coming
of the the railroad is the hope of the town.
The city itself is situated in a large hollow
and is almost entirely shut in by hills which
makes it hotter th~n its altitude of 1500 feet
would lead one to expect. However the climate
is · healthy and the surrounding oountry well
drained.
One very interesting visit we made during
our stay here was that to the jail. Mr. Macintyre
knows most of the inmates and habitual criminals, making it his business to preach the Gospel to
them each Sunday morning, collectively when
possible ~nd individually on other occasions. He
has been much blessed in this work and has been
the means of the conversion of a number. of
prisoners, one of whom is now one of his most .
faithful members. This negro had been thrown
into jail after being found guilty of murder. A
most interesting character is a man supposed to
be responsible for the lives of over thirty persons
though he denies the res.p onsability of as high
a total as thirty. He is a wellknown character
all over the southern part iof the State . He

.
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professes to have accepted Christ as his Sa vi our
through Bro. Macintyre's preaching and says
he enjoys the peace of sins forgiven and reconciliation to God through the atoning death of
Jesus Christ. He appearS! to be quite sincere and
does much personal work among his fellow
prisoners which is a very good proof of his sincerity. Truly there is no sinner too vile and lost
in sin that cannot be reached by the infinite love
of God manifest in the work and person of Jesus
Christ.
It would be impossible to over estimate the
the kindness which we received at the hands of
our good friends in Goyaz Capital. Mr.
Macintyre had previously approached the State
Authorities on our behalf and found them very
friendly towards our idea of opening up work
among the Indians of the State- ~nd obtained from
the President not only his good wisheS! but h is
promise of help should we decide to locate in
Goyaz State. Mr. Macintyre has himself done
much travelling in Brazil at one time and another
and among his many trips is one down the Araguaya River among the Caraja Indians, and so he
was in many ways able to facilitate us in completing our supplies and in making arrangements for
hire of a mule-team to take us. to the river and also
in the obtaining of boatmen to take us down the
Ar~guaya .
All this he did with the utmost
thought and thoroughness and in many ways
helped us in what would have been otherwise very
difficult for us who were new to these things.
Our stay of nearly a week here was moS't
enjoyable. We were fed royally by Mrs. MacIntyre who evidently realized that we had hard
timeS! ahead in this respect and wanted to give
us a good start at least. Here a, so we engaged
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our men, not only for the overland journey but
also for the river trip. We obtained the services
of a man, Firmino by name, who lived on the
Araguaya and knew the river and could handle
a canoe. We also were fortunate in being able to
engage .a "camarada" who had already made a
journey down the river and who knew how to
approach the Indians, etc., etc. His name was
Raymundo, and a fine young fellow he . was.
During the journey we had many opportunities
of explaining the Gospel to these two men and
Haymundo was especially interested. In the Capital we conducted both the mid-week and · Sunday services at the Mission Hall and left many
friends praying for us as we ventured into the
unknown . Our team of animals consisted of two
horses and three pack mules . These former were
most miserable specimens and one found it hard
to forgive such laziness and stubbornness in ~
horse; had they been mules one could more easily
f.orgi ve and forget ! J oao, the man in charge of
the animals, proved to be a very willing worker
and good travelling companion.
On November 8th . we said good bye to · our
good friends, mounted our animals shortly ·
after the breakfast hour and started off for the
Araguaya. Brother Macintyre accompanied us
for the first half of the day's ride and then
bade us good bye and turning his mule in th~
direction of the Capital was soon lost to sight. We
were now really launched on the part· of our journey durinK which we were to expect anything by
the way of adventure and hardship, when to eat
from a table would be .a s great a luxury as to
sleep under a roof !

J

CHAPTER IV
MULE-BACK
The pace of our animals during this six-day
journey decidedly slow, for the average day's
tra·vel was only about six leagues. However,
our pack-mules were heavily loaded and
the pace of the party is necessarily the
pace of the slowest pack-niule. Our daily schedule
called for a start .about six in the morning which
meant wa:king not later than five. Coffee had
to be made, the animals hunted for and loaded,
which was not always accomplished in one hour,
for the animals often wandered far .afield during
the night and could not readily be found in the
morning. Eleven o'clock was considered to be
our breakfast hour but as water was nqt always
encountered at the same hour every day this
meal was somewhat of a moveable feast . The
day's march was usually considered over by five
o'clock; but a s the hour to stop was partly
decided by a suitable location for water to cook
with and drink, and partly by a place for shelter,
quitting time was also rather variable. We
were not always very fortunate in being able to
find good water at the right time. One day, for
instance, we rode till nearly one o'clock before
we found a stream or even a swamp from which
to get water. On another occasion we rode till
after dark before arriving at a place where water
could be found, and when we finally did dismount
it was to use water taken from a swamp that
was almost dry!
At the end of our first d.ay's ride we stopped at
a farm house which was too full to permit of us
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stretching our hammocks in the main dwelling,
but we were satisfied with the cow-shed. We
thoroughly enjoyed our dinner of rice and dried
beef and were soon asleep with the chickens
roosting on one side and the cows· c.h ewing the
cud on the other. But we were not to sleep so
for long as some of us soon discovered that our
hammocks were overrun with foul-lice! And once
at the mercy of these small vermin sleep comes
only because nature will not do without it!
Early on the following day we were once
more in the saddles and rode without incident till
breakfast time. The reader will no doubt imagine
this breakfast hour as a delightful stop of an hour
under a shade tree with a good breakfast to
strengthen us and nice cool water to refresh us.
Nothing of the kind . In the first place the stop
is for three hours and not one, for by the time
the animals are unloaded, kindling wood found
and the fire lit, .and by the time br~~kfast is
cooked and eaten, and the animals hunted for
and watered, saddled and loaded, no less than
three hours have passed. And during this interval life· is not as pleasant as one might imagine.
The breakfast - and the dinner too - is alw~s
the same, rice and dried beef, the water is very
nearly always too warm to drink, the stop as
often as not is made in a place wher e no shade
tree is to be found, and la.st, but which is the
worst of aU, the fli es, insects, bugs and vermin
of all imaginable kinds seem to m.ake it their
duty to try and 9ri ve travellers crazy ! They
swarm around one's face, crawl up one's clothes
and fall into the food. Each has its own particular buzz and bite, some being better at the
buzz but the majority excelling at the bite! One
of these stops viewed by s·ome for tunate neutral
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would make a sight worth seeing. The animals
cease1essly swinging their tails and snapping
with their mouths, each man swatting with
something, either his hat or his hand or wielding
in desperation his fork and spoon! The Portuguese word "Bicho" has a very wide range of
meaning, signifying anything alive, small or
great, with the one exception of the human family, but when in future we use this word it will
gener ally apply to these small flies and insects
which we had so constant occasion of enduring.
Bichos ! Bichos ! - the very word is music to the
earn of one who has travelled through the far
interjor of Brazil!
We were fortunate enough in finding a house
or shed of some kind each night with the exception
of one, and that night it rained. We had
ridden Jate in search for water and had finally
di smounted near a swamp. While the rice was
boiling we strung our hammocks under a small
tree and watched the fast gathering clouds. We
had hardly eaten our meal when the rain began
to fall, and down came our hammocks . However,
the rain soon stopped and once more we prepared
for bed. But in order to keep our hammocks dry
we were soon again hustling into our rain-coats
and taking down the hammocks . The rain was
not falling heavily but seemed inclined to keep
up all night, s-o we decided to pay no more attention to it but sleep as best we could. The
baggage was piled up - on the ground and the
saddles placed on top if it and all covered with
oil-skins .a nd cow-hides. It was on top of this
pile that we both crawled in search of a bed, as
the ground had by this time become very wet
and we were also afraid of risking the snakesi.
I have never asked my cousin what he felt like
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during those hours till dawn, but personally,
stretched out full length on a row of saddlehumps, I felt as if I were three thousand miles
long sleeping lengthwise along the ridge of the
Ro cky Mountains! On the following morning we
were glad to be off, and glad when the sun rose
to dry us out.
The rest of the jouney was without much
incident, with the exception, perhaps, of the last
hour before arriving at Leopoldina which was
our immediate destination. We had made a very
good day's march, partly due to the fact that we
wanted to avoid another night on the road and
· partly to the fact of our having substituted one
. of our pack-animals that had given out by a fresh
mule .arranged for on the way. The sun had
already set and it was fast getting dark when
suddenly the sky become very black, and it was
not long before we were under a veritable deluge.
It was extremely dark made more so by the fact
of our travelling through a dense forest. It
became quite impossible to distinguish the trail or
even hear the continual shouts of encouragement
that the faithful J oao never tired to make to the
animals. It was a question of each man for
himself! We endeavoured to keep close one behind
the other in order to avoid getting lost and trusted
mainly to the instinct of the leading animal to
keep the path. It was. at this time that I rode
into a tree and in the endeavour to keep my seat ·
lost my hat! I did not want to lose my Gimbel
Bros. felt, so I ran the risk of being isolated from
the party and dismounted. I succeeded admirably
in becoming isolated but failed to locate my hat
in the dark! I shouted for help. Shouting was
of no avail so I began to yell for help, which
only .arrived after I had really begun to think
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that I was lost. ·B etween usi we finally found
the hat, but the accident had resulted in completely breaking up our party and throwing it into
complete disorder. S.ome of the animals kept
together but others wandered off the trail and in
our endeavour to find them we became separated
one from the other, and in the meanwhile the
rain continued to fall in torrents. Just how we
finally arrived in Leopoldina I shall never fully
understand, but after about half an hour in this
state of confusion we all found ourselves out in
the open and in the immediate vicinity of house ~
which proved to be the village of Leopoldina !
That night and all the following day we
ranched at a house which we learned was provided
by the Government as a resting-place for trav. ellers. The travellers who were to be our lodging
companions were all stretched out in their
hammocks effectively occupying all the rooms.
We however found room for our hammocks in
the kitchen which was black with soot and in
every way indescribably dirty! · N everthe~es s,
when we heard the continued rain outside we
were more than glad to be under a roof ! The
·party in the house had just arrived from down
the river and some were sick and others wer'€
drunk, and in every way made very disagreeable
companions .
The six days' ride had been a new experience
to us and although it was rough living yet we
look back on it with much pleasure and not a little
amusement. The country through which we ha·d
ridden was for the most part level though now
and again we passed through wo.oded and uneven
stretches. Birds were still rather rare with the
orie exception of parrots .and macaws. Of these
birds there seemed to be no limit. Parrots
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continually chattered over head, usually flying
in flocks of fifty or s ~ xty and sometimes of many
hundreds. The macaws usually fly in pairs
though one has seen as many as twenty-three of
these gorgeous birds. flying together on the Araguaya. The colouring of the macaws is beyond
words beautiful·, we having observed combinations of dark blue with yellow underside, green
with red underside, and blue with red, as well
as those only _o f one col.our, red, blue or green.
The thirty-five leagues between Goyaz Capital and Leopoldina is almost uninhabited. After
once past the fi rst few farm houses near the
Capital we saw not more than half a dozen dwellings and these of the very poorest type. The
region is lonely and deserted. It is the custom
in Brazil when a per.son is murdered on the
highroad, or indeed anywhere, to erect at the spot
a wooden cross. For the sake of curiosity we
counted the number of such . crosses along this
one hundred and twenty mile stretch, and found
that there were no less than twenty-two; one
murder every five miles!
The day following that of our arrival in Leo . .
poldina was spent in laying in a stock of farinha
(flour of mandioca), rice, pork-fat and brick
sugar, which were to be our main articles of diet
down the river. Another most important
transaction that had to be made was the hire of
a canoe. This proved very difficult and indeed ·
impossible . The best we could do was to hire an
Indian dug-out, known as an uba. This particular one was about thirty feet long and two
and a half feet wide, and a.s all .such canoes are,
very unstable. Nevertheless we Wf~re glad to
have that and hoped to find s-omething better
lower down the river.
·
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That first night in Leopoldina after the rain
had stopped, we slipped outside, and not far away,
through the mist and darkness, we could just
discern the outline of the Araguaya which was
to be our home for the next twio months. The
great outstanding lap of the journey now lay
immediately before us. What would it be? and as we wondered we crawled into our hammocks and slept till morning.
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CHAPTER V
THE ARAGUAYA
On November 15th. · e~rly in the morning
we packed -o ur baggage and supplies into the uba
and took our seats at about the centre of its
length, our boatman, Firmino, paddling at the
bow and Raymundo paddling and steering at the
stern. We were heavily loaded and the water
was not more tha·n two inches below the top of
the dug- out. These canoes at the best of times
are very unstable and one has to be very careful
not to shift one's position from the middle of the
canoe. Thus we started on our long journey
down the Araguaya exposed to both sun and rain
and having no room in which to change our
position when we became stiff from sitting, or
rather squatting, in the bottom of the boat.
We had not travelled many minutes before
realizing that we were on a wonderfully beautiful
river. The experiences of the first day and all
the sights of natural beauty that we were to see
w bile on this maj es tie river would baffle poets
to describe and artists to portray. Yet even so
we cannot omit to tell something of the scenic
beauties of the river and the abundance of bird
and animal life that is to be found on its banks.
This river rises more or less at the point of
intersection of the fifty-third meridian with the
eighteenth parallel of latitude in the very heart
of Brazil and flows in a direction slightly east of
north, forming· the boundary line first between
the states -o f Goyaz .and Matto Grosso and later
between Goyaz and Para, finally finding an exit
1
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to the sea at Para, a distance of probably seventeen hundred miles . It is essentially a. wide but
shallow river, becoming so shallow in parts during
the dry months, from June to November, that
navigation becomes uncertain, while in the flood
season the water rises perhaps thirty feet or
more covering large arBas of land on either side.
The · lack of water in the dry season is accentuated by the fact that the river for the greater
part of its length is very sandy, formmg
extensive beaches which not only run parallel to
the margin but stretch almost across its width at
very frequent intervals. These sand beaches do
not always occupy the same position and thus
make the position of the canal of maximum depth
also variable and shifting. They however add
wonderfully to the beauty and attractiveness of
the river, and afford the travelle.r exce.lent opportunity for cooking and sleeping at nights.
Were it not for these "pra:ias" one's nights on the
Araguaya instead of being comfortable and safe
would be passed in places exposed to animals,
insects and snakes .
The scenery for most of the way on the
Upper-Araguaya is. monotonous though very
beautiful. The banks are lined with woods and
vegetation of very verdant green which usually
come as far as the water's edge, being reflected
in the limpid waters of the river and so making
a picture of rare beauty. This verdure is broken
at frequent intervals by the appearance of long ·
beaches of white sand which generally occur at the
bends of the river . We travelled for over 400
miles from Leopoldina before we saw anything
that could be called a hill. The valley is very
fl.at and lends itself to flooding as soon as the
river overflows its banks each year. Great areas
become entirely inundated, which makes it very
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improbable that the Araguaya will ever become a
very populated river, in spite of its natural
beauty and untold resources. The sunsets a r e
extraordinarily beautiful, the heaven literaHy
becoming ablaze . with a profusion of gorgeous
colours and sun-lit clouds. The scene becomes
doubly beautiful due to the reflection of theS'e
colours in the still water.
There is a great variety of bird life along
its banks, birds of the woods a s well as waterfowl of all descriptions. One bird of interest is
known as Jacu-'Cig~no . The second part of
this name means in Portuguese a Gipsy, and is
given in order to distinguish this bird from the
Jacu .proper. These gipsy birds live in the trees
overhanging the water and keep together in large
flocks. At the approach of a canoe they
will fly from one neighbouring tree to
another making a peculiar wheezing sound a sthey jump from bough to bough. They ar? large
birds comparable to a domestic herr in apparent
size though probably they weigh less. They are
not good eating birds. The Jacu is not
unlike the Cigano in appearence but is not observed to travel in flocks or to have the peculiar
characteristics of the latter. The Jacu is most
palatable and on several occasions we enjoyed to
the full a mea1' off one of these large birds .
Another bird that made good ea ting is the
Mut.un, a bird not unlike the Jacu though
black instead of a brown colour and not quite so
tasty.
Of wild duck there are at least three v~reties,
namely, Marl'leco, Marrecao, and Pato Bravo.
The last named is the wild duck proper, and
is to be found in large numbers. on the Praias or
sand beaches of the river. They are of a bluish
bh.ck colour and very large. On the lakes in from
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the river they are to be found in still greater
quantities. We shot quite a few of these birds
during our trip. The Marreco is a smaller bird
though essentially of the same family. While
the Patos usually go in pairs and frequently are
found singly, these fly together in large numbers
and as a rule fly very high. They are even more
tasty than the larger duck. The Marredio is
a bird more the type of a goose though smaller
than the domestic bird. Its walk and general
· carriage is that of a goose and it seems to prefer
walking to flying, we having observed them walk
long distances along the praias.
Besides the above mentioned birds there are
great numbers of other water-fowl which add
variety and interest to the region but which are
for the most part inedible. The Gaivota, for
example, is a small gull that is to be found in
great quantities along the entire course of the
river and adds life to the somewhat _lonely
surroundings by its constant cry as it flies and its
chattering while resting on the sand. Another
bird of interest is a species of heron that usually
fly in flocks and which are of a most beautiful
S'hade of pink. Every feather in their body is
of this colour though of different tones. Their
feathers, as also those of the many varieties of
macaws, are much sought for by the Indians who
use them in making ornaments of self-decoration.
Then there are the storks with their long neck~
and still longer legs; they pref er to rest in the
shade of the banks of the river though quite
frequently venture on the praias. They are very
large birds; having a spread of wing of probably
siix feet, and are usually standing on one leg with
the othe,r drawn up out of sight. At the approach
of danger they will fly off with a long slow flap
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·o f their monster wings making a deep gutteral
sound as they fly. They usually lodge on such
occasions in a high tree untH all is once more safe
when they will return to the water's edge.
Diving birds of two or three different kinds were
noticed, the Mergulhao being particularly in
evidenee. They are perhaps the commonest bird
on the river and a.re as much at home on or under
the water as flying in the air. The profusion of
bird life on the river is noticed by the constant
screaming of the various members of the parrot
famiJ.y. It would be risky to state the number
of varieties of this large family that give the river
its name, for few really know. Parroquets,
pa rrots and macaws of every hue and size fill the
valley; so much so, indeed, that it is said that
the name Amguaya or Aragmi-y signifie,3.
the river of the valley of parrots.. The aigrette
also with its beautiful. white plumes are to be
~een an along the river.
The animal life of the Araguaya is not as
abundant as the bird life, nor a s varied. Along
the river there a.re to be found great numbers
of otters. These webbed-footed animals pass much
of their time in the water hunting fish which
is their sole article of diet. Their hide is
covered with a very soft ooat of fur which is
much sought after and fetches a good price.
Living also in the immediate vicinity of the river
there is the Anta or Tapir, an animal peculiar
to South America, which is a species of hippopotamus having, a thick skin, short neck and
short flexible proboscis. It resembles very much
the hippopotamus, being a very heavy and ugly
animal. It i& an excellent swimmer. One morn ..
ing, very early, before we had partaken of our
early-morning bJack coffee and chunk of brick
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sugar we observed one of these monsters slip off
the beach into the water. We shot at him, but
either due to his tough skin or his having swam
beyond the range of our rifle we did not succeed
in hitting him. We watched him swim right
across the great width of the river and land safely
on the other side .
Another animal of an entirely different
nature is the deer which .are to be found on the
prairie lands that exist on both S'ides of the UpperAragua.ya· . These deer abound in great numbers
and of course are known to be very good eating
and have a hide of considerable commercial value.
In the more wooded sections of the country one
may hunt at will the Onc;a, or Brazilian tiger.
This tiger is smaller and much less dangerous
than his brothers of eastern countriEIS, and unless
attacked will seldom molest a man. They are
howevel' a great cause of loss to cattle breeders
lower down the river on account of their constantly raiding the herds and killing cattle. In the
region of Indian territory there are of course no
domestic animals, and it seems stra•nge to travel
for so many hundr eds of miles through such lovely
pasture lands without seeing even as much as
one head of cattle or a hor:se or mule or even a.
goat! The Indians do not keep domestic animals
with the one exception of the dog which is very
conspicuous in their villages. Wild pigs abound
in the region.
Mention must be made of the fish of the
Araguaya. Like a·ll the rivers of the Amazon
system it abounds in fish, fish of every conceivable kind and ,size. Perhaps the one most in
evidence is the dreaded Piranha, which is a
small fish of perhaps. one foot in length and which
is carnivorous, feeding on other fish and whatever
1
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jt can find in the w.ay of flesh. If it once scents
blood it immediately becomes very ferocious and
will attack with great courage. Its teeth are
exceedingly .sharp and powerful. A dead animal
of any size and kind will disappear with incredible
rapidity if thrown into the water where these
fish are. Not everyone will risk bathing in the
Araguaya but we would have sacrificed one of
our gr eatest pleasun1s on the river had we abstained from river-bathing. It is, nevertheless, unadvisable when one has a cut on any part of one's·
body which might serve to give them the scent of
blood. They make very good eating, though not
so savoury a s the Pacu, a· fish of about the
same size as the Piranha which feeds mostly on
flies a:nd ber ries found dose in near the banks.
The Pirarucu is a monster fish found in
abundance in all the rivers of North Brazil and
the catching and salting of this "Brazilian Cod",
forms one of the industries of the country.
Mention must be made of one more fish -if fi sh it can be cal~ ed. Thei name it goes by i~
Boto, and is a river monster that bears a
r esemblance to a seal. It is perhaps eight feet
long and heavy in proportion and is a mammal.
It lives on fish and comes to the surface of the
water at frequent intervals evidently to get air,
making as it does so a loud snorting sound. It
is quite harmless and often follows a canoe in
hopes of receiving food. They appear as a rule
singly though we have observed .as many as three
together.
Turning to reptiles, mention need only be
made of three kinds, namely, turtles, snakes and
crocodiles. The first are to be found in great
numbers and of all sizes. During the dry months
they lay their eggs in large ho:les in the sand,
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where they deposit from eighty to one hundred
and twenty eggs at once. These eggs are very rich
ih oil and are used much for the oil that they
produce, which we have seen used as lubricant
for machinery and give good service. Their eggs
als-o make excellent custard for travellers, but
unfortunate!y for us we passed by that way rather
late in the season to take adva ntage of this . The
Indians make turtle-meat one of their stap'e
foods, and are expert enough to secure sufficient
for their own use and also to trade with travellers,
even m2.king excursions into civilization with
their ubas loaded with this product.
Brazil is noted for its snakes and it is quite
true that there are a great variety of these
reptiles, large and small, venomous and harmless.
But the snake-peril has been very much
exaggerated, one being able to, travel overland
for weeks without perha'PS! coming across more
than one or two. The smallest are as a rule the
most dangerous, the Cas.cavel or rattle snake
and the J araraca being among the most deadly.
Water-snakes abound by the rivers though we
did not come across many. .Some of these grow
so large as to be able to swallow a cow whole,
one of these varieties being denominat.2d Sucuruju. While bathing in the river one day we
came across an infant of this variety under the
rock where ·we had laid our c othes ! It wa.s so
small as to make it difficult to realize that it was
capable of growing to such a size.
Lastly, though not of least interest, come the
crocodiles, known in Brazil as Jacares. These
are to be found in all waters, though they prefer
the still, s:uggish waters of the tributary streams
and the lakes. They generally are of enormous
size and certainly the ugliest ere1atures that one
1
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is capable of imagining. They lie almost totally
submerged with a monster head appearing above
the water and two huge eyes jutting out through
the tough skin. It is with the greatest difficulty
that one is able, at a distance, to distinguish them
from a log of wood. While admiring the beauties
of a lake situated a few miles inland on the island
of Bananal we observed what appeared to be a
log of wood in the w.ater. But the "log iOf wood"
began to move slowly in our direction! It crossed
the lake and then stopped a few yards from us and
stared motionless at us, longing no doubt for one
of us to tumble in! ·we were fee.ling very much
like: a swim at that moment but precaution prevailed and we refrained. On another occasion,
also near a lake on Bananal, we saw one of these
old friends but this time were unable to res-ist
the temptation of a plunge. So we jumped in
keeping one eye on him while he kept two on us!
One day we attempted to shoot a Jacare but after
fruitlessly firing three bullets at him we decided
that his skin could not be punctured with a
Winchester and the shots were not good enough
to enter his eyes. We have no kindly fee:ings
towards these cruel, ugly, treacherous looking
reptiles. They will, in search of a victim leave
the water and crawl around on the bank. On
one occasion our man Raymundo informed us that
he had just noticed a crocodile slip off the praia
into the water. At that moment we were just
crawling from under our mosquito nets where
we had passed a pleasant night on that same
praia !
Before closing this chap-t er descriptive of the
Araguaya three words that we may have to use
E>hould be defined. These are the works, Estirao,
Lago and Barreira. An Estirao is a long
8tr.aight stretch of river often so long as to make
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the vegetation on either side invisible. In such
cases there is formed a horizon where sky seems
to meet water. For the last half of its course
where the river is extremely wide these estiroes,
vast stretches of water, are very imposing. A
Barreira is a high level bank which often has
the appearance of forming a barrier right across
the river; this of cour·s e being due to its position
at the bend in the river. These high banks which
extend back on the level are indicative of open
pasture land and form the only parts of the river
bank possible of habitation as· they usually escape
the inundation. A' Lago is an arm of the river
which often extends for mlles inland from the main
stream. They abound in fish and fowl and are
very picturesque. They are a feature of this
river .all along its upper course .
Perhaps there are other rivers in the world
as pretty a& the Araguaya, but from one's own
observation and the opinion of others who know,
we do not believe there is a prettier. Whoever
contemplates these scenes of exquisite beauty
which were formed by the Hand of the Infinite
Creator in these lonely, mysterious regions can
but say with the Psalmist, "0 Lord, how manifold
are The works ! in wisdom Thou hast made them
all: the earth is fu11 of Thy riches". (Ps. 104 :24).

CHAPTER VI
THE CARAJAS
Our fir st day on the Araguaya was to be
one full of interest and new experiences. After
paddling for about three h ours we stopped on
one of the beautiful praias - sand beaches of
which we have already spoken - .a nd cooked our
breakfast. On these occasions the first thing
to be done is to gather kindling wood and light a
fire which takes some time due to the fact that
the praias are often devoid of wood of any kind,
necessitating quite a long walk to find fire wood.
The breakfast conslsted of the usual combination
of rice, dried beef and mandioca flour.
Fortunately our stock of dried beef soon ran out
and we were reduced to plain rice on the days
that we did not shoot some kind of bird or catch
fish. We had become so tired of dried beef with
its somewhat unpleasant taste that we rather
preferred just rice. We were not able to shoot
.and fish as much as we should have liked due to
the necessary delay that it incurred, and we
always had to bear in mind that the rainy season
was fast coming on and we were far from home !
Our stops for breakfast were not as long
as those on the mule-back journey as we had no
animals to load and unload, but on washing-days
they were longer. Washing-day usually found us
at about eleven a. m. vigorously beating our
soiled clothes on the sand in an attempt to get
them clean! After such exercise in the hot sun
our daily swim was especially enjoyable.
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On this first day we had no wasihing mid
after a swim and a plateful of rice we once more
took our narrow seats in the dug-out and paddled
downstream taking in with keen interest and
pleasure all the new and beautiful sights of the
Araguaya which we attemped to tell of in the last
chapter. We paddled till about 4 p. m. when
our boatman informed us that he heard voices and
that he believed we were approaching an Indian
village. For us this was quite exciting and of
supreme interest,-and as the uba sli pp~d silently
through the water a:nd on~ y the constant splash
of the paddles broke the silence1, we watched for
our first sight of the Caraj as .
In the distance we could already see on the
white sand of the praia ahead of us a number of
small huts and cou,d just make out the figures of
the Indians as they moved about in the villa·ge.
This particular village consisted of only four or
five huts and probably did not number more than
25 Indians. At the approach of a canoe or boat
of any kind the Indians invariab'y come down
to the water to see who the travellers are and
what are the possibilities of trade. If the canoe
appears to be passing without making a call they
will always make signs and sihout an invitation to
the village. On this occasion we needed no invitation and as soon· as we came near enough we
turned our canoe in the direction of the huts.
As we approached near enough to make out their
forms we saw that most of the figures c:oming
to meet us ·were those of women and children,
and soon learned that a number of the men had
crossed to the other side,~ probably to fish. We
had not long to wait, for before we had moored
our uba to the side the men had learned of our
arrival .and were . returning in haste . From the
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opposite bank we could see an uba full of Indians
shoot out into the water and start for the spot
where we were moored. As it approached we
could see that it had on board about half a dozen
men a.:11 curiously watching us as they came on.
They were paddling very fast and evidently were
all in a very good humour. In the front of their
canoe, paddling with a very fast stroke, there sat
a big Indian obviously the chief of the village.
Their canoe had hardly come within earshot when
we heard this big chief call out in good Portuguese ; "O', Ra pa:ziada ! " - the equivalent of
our "Hello, Boys!". As soon as they came .alongside, just as we were securely moored, they
jumped out of their boat and crowded round us
considerably reinforced by the women and
children who by this time were also crowding
round our canoe. These Indians nearest to civilization are able to speak some Portuguese, though
very limited and confined usua'ly to the men, and
so we were a:bJ.e to get on very well and carry on
quite a conversation with them. Their first
questions are general1y inquiries as to our names
and our destination, and their next as to whether
we carry tobacco. The Carajas are inveterate
smokers, both men and women, .and will smoke
almost anything. · We have even seen a Caraj a
smoke the ash o,ff a wax taper as it burned!
When they learned that we did not have any of
this to trade they next asked for "Bedira", which
in their language means raw brick sugar of which
they are extremely fond . Farinha, or ma·ndioca
flour is also a great treat to them, and as we
carried a supply of both these things with which
to trade fish and curios we distributed some
around making them promise to ·catch us some
fish for supper . . They are very good at making
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promises, but not always quite so good at keeping
them, and it w.as with some difficulty, and only
after paying again that finally we got our fish.
The men had all kinds of questions to ask and the
_ women would peer into the canoe and do their
utmost to find out all about our belongings and
the prospects of getting more sugar a·nd flour and
if it were really so that we had no tabacco.
This tribe, which we estimate as numbering
some eleven hundred, Jives on the Araguaya river
scattered over a total distance of no less than 900
miles, though the. great majority of them are
concentrated on or to the north of Bananal Island
over a distance of about 250 miles. They are
of a very fine wellbuilt type, tall and muscular
and cannot be considered of ·ugly features. They
are kindly in appear.anee and disposition and
always show themselves friendly if well treated.
Judging by the type of their small cultivation~
and the shabby appearance of their houses they
are probably lazy, though we cannot but give
them credit for a certain degree of ability
betrayed by the many types of well-made
ornaments and weapons that the men produce
and the ma.ts and hammocks made by the women.
The Caraja is essentially a river Indian and cannot
be persiiaded to live away from the water. Even
in the flood season when the sand bea·ches on
which ·he livesi during the dry months are covered
by water he moves into the forest only as far
from the water as .is absolutely necessary to
escape the floods. These Indians are experts in
a canoe and are never more at home than when
on the water, the women being as capab~e in this
direction as the men. Each family has itsi own
uba, a craft which varies in size but always dug
out of · one individual trunk, · and which is
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extr emely well made when one remembers their
handicap for lack of appropriate tools with which
to work. Their huts on the other hand are ver y
roughly put together a:nd primitive in the
extreme. They are made by bending in the form
of a semi-circle long flexible sticks of wood which
are firmly placed in the sand parallel with one
another and laterally supported by other sticks
which are tied to the first with tree-bark. On
top of this frame-work are then laid the palm
leaves which form both roof .and wa:lls. There
are really no doors, but merely openings left at
both ends of the hut. Inside these huts mav
be seen as many as teri or a dozen individuals representing two or more families. There is no
furniture of any kind except large mats made of
palm leaf spread on the sand, these mats serving
as tab 1 es and beds for the family and as playing
areas for the children. They are usually in a
fearfully dirty condition and as a rule the odour
in a: Caraja hut is not of the most agreable.
Cooking- is also done inside the hut; the earthenware pots, which are like large basins in
appearance, are placed on a tripod of stones and
a fire kindled beneath them. Though they eat
mandioca and l~rge qmmtities of water-melon
their staple article is fish, and in a lesser degree,
turtJe. They either roast the fish on the coals
or boil it in the pot; when it is the first neither
the entrails nor the scales are removed, but when
boiled the former are removed. They eat no salt
with their food for the very simple reas:m that
they are not able to obtain it, though they appreciate it immense:y when they can get it. Turtles
are roasted in their own shells.
Contrary to our expectation we found that
they were not anxious to trade for fish-hooks, a
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fact accountable for by their extreme cleverness
in shooting fish with bow and arrow. It is most
highly interesting to watch a C.araja shoot fish.
He sta:nds on the bank or in his canoe with his
arrow on the string and seiarches the water to
locate his prey. When he catches sight of a
desirable fis.h he will follQw it with his eye and
the point of his arrow until the right opportunity
for shooting presents itself, when with most
extraordinary precision he lets fly the arrow
which in most cases reaches its goal and sends
the victim rushing madly in all directions until
the Ind ian pulls him out and throws him out of
reach of water. _It is usually impossible for onP.
to see the fish at which aim is being taken, but its
path can be followed by watching the eye of the
Indian as he aims and chooses the right moment
to shoot .
The Carajas, though friendly and even lovable,
are entire y uncivilized; the men go absolute1y
naked and the women wear only a small fibre
tanga or loin-cloth, this being very strictly
.adhered to even by young girls of tender age.
The men bore their lower lip and wear through
it a ·piece of wood, sometimes only long enough
to fill the hole, at other times reaching down to
the chest. This is supposed to be ornamental as
are also the ornaments worn through the ears by
both sexes. Another ornamentation indulged in
by men, women and children alike is a small circle
cut into each cheek near the eyes with the point
of a bone or stone. This circle is stained b1ark
with the juice of the green gemipapo fruit
which is re111ewed as soon as is wears off. Both
men and women paint their bodies a bright red
with the juice of the urucu pla:nt, though this
pratice is rare 1 y indulged in by the married
1
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women . Ornaments of all kinds aTe used by both
sexes; head gear of all styles, ornaments for the
ankles, knees, wrists and waist. These are
mostly made of fe~thers of parrots and macawS',
the latter being always kept in the vicinity of the
huts to give wa:rning of the approach of danger
by their screech, and rewarded for their faithfulness in this direction by being almost entirely
denuded and stripped of their gorgeous p~umage
for this purpose. These unfortunate birds mav
be seen at all times on or near the huts lookin~
the picture of abject misery with hardly enough
feathers to protect their bodies from the sun.
Their weapons consist of bows and arrows,
clubs and lances. Their a:rrows are well made
and pointed with very sharp fish-hone points, their
clubs ve1·y formidable and well made, and the
Jances extremely artistically decorated with
feathers and plaited straw.
Their principal sports are wrestling and
dancing both of which they practise constantly.
· They are considered very expert wrestlers and
seem passionately fond of it as a s·p ort. Certainly
the lovely sand on which they live affords a most
excellent "mat" on which to · wrest 1 e. As
strenuous .as their wrestling bouts are, they hardly
excel in this respect their weird dances . They
.adorn themselves in robes of dried banana leaves
and very complex head,..gear and then with rattleB.
as the sole instruments of music they start a
most queer and strenuous perfomanee which they
will keep up withbut a pause for an incredibly
long time. While they dance, which they do in
pairs, both join in a most weird and unmusical
chant or song. It is hard to know just what it is,
whether song, chant or dirge, but it seems to
please all parties, who will listen for hours to
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what appears to us as extremely unmusical and
monotonous. Every male Caraja knows how to
shoot and wrestle, and it appears that all also
know how to dance . Sometimes the dances are
perfomed without robes of any klnd, when perhaps
as many as fifteen or more men will take part.
In such dances the dancing as well as the singing
is most original, but one thing is quite certain and
that is it pleases ·an present!
An unmarried Cara.ja never works, it being
con sidered undignified and degrading. The
unmarried asi a rule keep themselves painted and
wear ornaments of some kind all the time . This
applies generally to both unmarried. men and girls,
though the girls are not exempt from work. The
marriage tie is religiously respected by this t ribe
though divorce is permitted, and certain laws
that protect the family are kept strictly by all
pa rt ies ; the Cara.ja woman has a voice in all
affairs and exercises a stro1ng influenee over her
husband. They appear to have very little religion, though they believe in· a great Invisible
Being whom they denominate by a name which
means The One Who Cannot Be Seen ; they believe
in the immortality ,o f the soul, which is seen by
the respectful way in which they bury their dead.
The corpse is buried in a sitting posture. They
are extremely superstitious and frequent1y
suspect eaeh other as responsible for the deaths
of their relatives. This accounts for the very
scattered condition of the tribe. There is among
them the usual medicine-man who is supposed to
have certain powers to cure the siick and punish
the sinful. He is also supposed to have control
of the weather, and the like. On one occasion
we saw one of these men chew some pieces of
ro,ot and spit it in the direction of gathering clouds
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muttering strange words as he did so in order to
stop the approaching rain! Unfortunately for
us the rain came !
Such is the Caraja: a tribe of good physique,
many fine qualities and char.acteristics, yet living
uncivilized and pagan; a tribe within reach of the
missionary who is willing to lay down his life for
their salvation; eagar to learn, desirous of better
things, yet in danger of complete extinction if left
much ·longer as they are. And such is the condition of hundreds of other tribes in the forests
of Brazil.
But to return to our story. After we had
lingered at the village as long as we felt inclined
and made the first acquaintance with these peop e
we began to realize that time had slipped by and
it was now too late to paddle any further that day,
so w~ decided to make the next praia, only a few
hundred yards away, and there prepare dinner
and spend the night. Thei Indians were very
disappointed that we would rtot sleep in the village,
but as we had already spent much time satisfying
their , curiosity we thought that we would be
more comfortable at a little distance, so we left
them, reminding the big chief that he owed us
a fish a.n d we would be soon ready for dinner.
Never wil! we forget the beauty of the sunset
as seen from the beach on which we slept that
first night on the Araguaya. The sun seemed
to go down a.s a ball of fire a.nd as it dipped below
the line of dark green forest it gave the impression of having set the woods on fire. From
between the monster trees could be seen a dark
red glow which became a lighter red as one
watched it spread higher into the sky. Soon the
whole West seemed to be ablaze with colours of
every hue, here it would be red, there yellow, a
1
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little further to the South a rich salmon pink, each
colour lighting up the cloud that floated nearest
by. Turning to the East and North one expected
to see a sky without colour, but no; to the North
wa·s a great expanse of dark blue relieved here
and there by sma1 l white clouds which as they
drifted higher into the sky would catch the tints
throw.n across the heavens from the west. It
was a sight of wondrous beauty, a lavish display
of colour which not finding room enough in the
sky sought reflection in the still, placid waters of
the river.
As the eolours were dying out of the sky and
the stars began to appear one by one a clear
shrill whoop came across the water, and on looking in the direction of the sound the dark form of
an Indian cou~ d be seen standing erect in his canoe
calling to another who was some distance further
down the river. "Caraj a-eoo ", · came the cry
again, this t ime to be answered by the other
Indian. Not many minutes after, both canoes
were seen to be coming our way and were soon
both along-side our landing place. It was the
village chief who had brought our fish for dinner.
He had caught it on the west bank of the river
under the shadow of the trees as the sun was
setting, a favourite time for Carajas to fish.
The other canoe contained two women who had
not given up hoping to get something more out of
us that night. Sure enough they did, each
returning with a piece of brick suga:r and the
chief with a second payment for his fish which
he seemed to expeict. How picturesque they looked
as they silently slipped away in their canoes
talking to each other in their strange tongue as
they paddled .

A row of Caraja huts.
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After a most enjoyable dinner of rice and
fried fish followed by a cup of tea we erected vur
mosquito nets as best we could and laid down
on the c~ean white sand and prepared to sleep.
Nothing can be more enjoyable than sleeping on
a praia on the Araguaya under the stars of
heaven. lVIany a night we had to spend in wet
and rain but even these discomforts seemed to
be compensated for by the nights spent either in
the brillant moon-light or the paler light of the
stars. It is on such occasions that one realizes
how bright is the display of stellar 1ight
in the Southern Hemisphere at certain times
of the year . There, as one was. lying out
on the open beach, one could see the Great
Bear low down on the northern horizon
whi~e to the south there shone in its mystic beauty
the Constellation of the Southern Cross. Orion
was on the Zenith while Pleiades was ris-ing in
the east, and slowly dipping in the west was that
star of liquid light, Venus, only rivalled by the
great star Sirius flashing like a brilliant in the
sky.
As one contemplated these wonders and the
great Creator of them all one could but lift to
heaven a silent prayer of adoration and praise to
Him who, though infinitely rich, for our sakes
became poor that we in turn might become rich,
rich with the things that, valued from Eternity,
are of greater price than a universe of starn. And
as we thought of sleep we could see the dark
figures . of the Indians moving back and forth
around the fire burning on the sand in the viUage,
and overhead a water-bird was flying, screaming as it passed, and we knew no more, for we
slept.

..

CHAPTER VII
THE JAVAHE'S
Early the following morning we were once
again on our way down the river, later on in
the day passing the mouth of the river "Peixe"
which enters the Araguaya from the east. We
continued without incident of interest all .that
day, arriving .at Sao Jose during the afternoon
of our third day out of Leopoldina. This little
hamlet, situated on high ground on the right bank
of the river, is the Jast outpost of civilization on
the Araguaya as one descends the river and is
merely a: small group of houses with a small school
and ehurch where the life of the people varies
little from that of the Indians themselves; indeed,
the Indians who had recently moved from their
summer residence on the praia, just above the
vil1age were living together with the "Civilizados", having constructed their huts only a few
yards from the houses of the Brazilian inhabitants. On our arrival we were met by both red
and white men all of whom appeared to cons '. der
themselves inhabita·nts of "Sao Jose do Araguaya" . They live on perfectly amicab, e terms
though each keep to their own section and live
according do their own custons.
We delayed here over Sunday and took
advantage of an invitation from the local schoolteacher to preach the Gospel if he undertook to
ar.range a meeting. This man had professed
conversion a little over a year before when
Mr. Macintyre of Goyaz preached in s·ao Jose
on his way down the Araguaya . The house
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in which he lived and where we held the
meeting was well filled with perhaps thirty men
and women who listened very attentively while we
told them the Gospel Story. Previously to the
meeting the teacher had asked us in a very
touching way to explain everything in very simple
language as the people were uneducated and
abso~utely ignorant of the Gospel. We trust that
God may have used the message to let light into
some lives darkened by ignorance and superstition. As one spoke of the things of God and His
desire to draw all men unto Himself one longed
to be ab!e to speak al's o of these things to the
poor Indians only a stone's throw away who were
in still greater darkness and ignorance of their
Creator. Perhaps the time is not far off when we
shall have this unspeakable privilege.
It was here that we ,changed from our long
and narrow uba to a dug-out of more stable build.
Our new craft was about fifteen feet long and
perhaps three and a half feet at its middle in
width; it had a palm-le.af roD.f some five feet in
length which our boatman, aided by an Indian,
made before we started, and was just large
enough to accomodate ourselves, our baggage
and our baskets of food supplies. This "To~da ",
or p.alm-laef covering, was just sufficient to
protect us and our sacks from sun and rain but
not large enough to include our two men, who had
thus to bear the alternate rain and shine which
we were to experience for most of the way.
Before leaving Sao Jose great excitement was
caused in the community by the sudden arrival of
a steam launch. This little launch is the only
one on the Araguaya that runs through the Indian
country and it is only recently that it has started
to ply these abandoned waters. This launch is.
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in fact, one of the only two on the whole river,
the oth€,r being a gasoline launch that navigates
its lower reaches. No wonder that "the people
of the port came out to see the sport", for the
appearance of such a craft on the river is strange
to Brazilian and Indian alike. As the next one
hundred and fifty miles of river had not much
of interest to offer, .and as time was valuabl<e, we
arranged with the owner of the launch to tow us
to the mouth of the Sao Luiz river. Thus for the
next day and a half we had no paddling to do and
made considerably better time than we otherwise
would have. We left Sao Jose on November 20th.
and spent half the day a little further down the
river taking in wood for fuel, which is easily
found on either bank of the river a·n d which the
Indians will cut for payment . During that day
we ·passed the mouth of the river "Crixas", a
tributary also eoming in from the east and on
the fo~lowing day, November 21st. we saw for
the first time the famous island of "Bananal" .
This island is formed by the dividing of the
waters of the Araguaya, some of which flow in
a more easterly di:rieiction than those of the majn
stream which continue almost due north. The
eastern and lesser arm of the river is often dry
in the summer mo'nths along the first part of its
course.. Further north, however, it receives a
number of large tributary streams which ensure
a flow all the year round for the remainder of its
course to the point where it once more joins with
the main stream of the Araguaya. This island
is indeed a natural curiosity, being the largesc
fluvial island in the world. It is 220 miles long,
measured .as the crow flies, and some 280 miles
from point to point along the course of the main
stream.
Its width varies considerably, but
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owing to the fact that the lesser arm has never
been explored, no one really knows the true shape
of the island. Its width, however, is not likely to
be more than fifty or sixty miles at its widest
point. This mysterious and unknown island, as
large as either Portugal or Switzerland, is
inhabited sole~ y by the red man, the Carajas
along its western edge on the main arm of the
river, and the J.avahes in the interior ~of the
island in the . neighbourhood of the lesser arm.
On arrival at the mouth of the river $.fto
Luiz we left the launch and once more took to
the paddles. This river, which is on the island of
Banana! was only discovered in October 1921,
having been unobserved before on account of its
not flowing directly into the Araguaya but into
a "Furo" or arm of the river. We padd.ed down
the furo until we came to the mouth of the river,
and there had breakfast and . washed our soiled
clothes. We had decided to make a trip inland
at this p;oint as we had heard of it being such
excellent grazing land and, in places, out of reach
of the annual floods. We spent the afternoon
tramping across country, for the most part op~n
pasture, -though at t imes the high brush made
walking next to impossible. We walked for a
distance of about five or six mPes until we
reached the margin of a very beautiful lake whieh
proved to be a widening of the river Sao Luiz.
This lake was the scene of one of our encounters
with crocodiles as already related in a previous
chapter. The land across which we walked was
no doubt excellent land for cattle with an
abundant supply of water. The quality of grass
of the region is always the better for burning,
and cattle-breeders further south burn the grass
every year to ensure a good growth during the
1
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rainy se.ason. As we were on the spot just at
the right time of year to burn the grass, and as
we were cro1ssing "no man's land" we set fire
here and there to the fields and watched them
burn in the distance. This region, and indeed
the whole island of Bananal, abounds in deer, and
we were informed that they very much appreciate
the burning of the grass. On this tramp we
passe:d a large pond which evidently was a favourite feeding ground for duck, two of which we
t ook back with us for dinner .and breakfast. By
five o'clock we had arrived back very hungry .
and tired to our canoe, and after paddling down
the Sao Luiz river back to the Araguaya once
more we sought a convenient praia on which to
pass the night. As twilight turned to night we
cou' d see the red glow of the burning fields on
Bananal reflected high into the sky, and further
to the north very black clouds rolling up from
the horizon which made us decide to erect our
t ent ·and so avoid a wetting. This proved to be
a wise move for shortly after seven o'clock it
started to pour in torrents and continued raining
very heavi 1 y until seven the following morning.
Up to this point we had come in contact with
very few Indians, and since passing the river
Crystalino, had seen none at all. In fact, the
south half of Banana! is quite uninhabited, both
on the main stream by .the Carajas and on the
lesser arm by the J avahes . Both these tribes
keep to the northern half of the Island or below
owing to the ·presience on the mainland, both to
the east .and west of the Island, of very savage
tribes of Indians. Mention should be made here
of these tribes. Inhabiting the country directly
to the east of this part of Bananal and extending
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some distance in a south-easterly direction is a
tribe known as "Ca.noeiros" which are very
unfriendly and dangerous. Why they are
denominated by this name is difficult to understand as they are not river Indians and do not
use canoes. They are a very dark-skinned Indian
and of very bad reputation, being known for
habitually killing white cattle-breeders and
carrying off their caWe. They are known also ·
to visit the island of B.ananal during certain
months of the year to hunt deer and wild honey,
but never remain long or venture. very far north
on the Island. The Javah8is report that for the last
two or three years no Canoeiros have visited the
island.
On the main.land to the west of the southern
half of B.ananal there Ii ves the dreaded "Chavante ", perhaps the mo.st savage and cruel tribe
of Indians in Brazil. They are said to be determined never to be domesticated or to allow a
white man or Indian of an unfriendly tribe to
land on their territory and live. They are the
dead' y enemy of the Caraja, and fortunately do
not take easily to the water and so do not often
come in contact with the Indians of the river.
But to land on the left bank of the Araguaya in
these latitudes is to court certain death. They
do not live near the river, their villages being
some miles back inland, but they make frequent
visits to the banks of the river. Late in 1921 a
party of · Brazilians was travelling up the Araguaya, and stopping for breakfast on the east
bank they were desirous of obtaining some .wild
honey. One of their party and his wife decided
to venture on to the other side, being convinced
that no Chavantes were in the neighbourhood, and
hunt for honey. Their companions begged them
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not to venture, but they determined to go and
soon were on the other side. A Cha vantes is not
readi'. y seen .as he slips from behind one tree to
another with great rapidity and has been seen to
carry in front of him a green palm leaf to conceal
himself. This must have happened in this case
for the man had scarcely reached the top of the
tree in which he had located honey when he fell to
the ground dead, pierced through with an arrow.
The woman then found herself being carried off
to the village by the savages, and to attract the
attention of the rest of the party on the opposite
bank shrieked at the top of her voice. She was
successful in making them hear but paid for it
with her life, for as soon as the Indians s.aw the
party approaching with rif'. es they clubbed the
unfortunate woman to death, cut off her fingers
on which she wore rings, stripped both bodies
of clothes and disappeared into the woods . We
could see the two wooden crosses that marked
the spot -0n the Banana! side of the rivelr wher e
their bodies were laid to rest . The high bank
that exists at this point is now know as "Barreira
da Santa Cruz", or Bar reira of the Holy Cross .
Though we never even sighted one of these savage
men of the forest s yet we were careful not to
sleep on a praia on the west side of the river in
these regions. Their territory is that which lies
between the Crystalino and the Rio das Mortes,
and extends far back to the west. When a Chavante captures a Caraja the usual method he
employes to kill him is to break his back. It is
fortunate that they never, or very rarely, venture
on the water, for othe1rwise they would be a
manace to travellers on the river .
After leaving the region of the Sao Luiz we
travelled for two days befor~ sighting another
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Indian village, the first one that was· seen being
situated at the mouth of the Rio das Morles .
This river is the largest tributary of the Araguaya and flows through the great central state
of Matto Grosso and is navigable from ·comparatively near its source. At its mouth it appears to be
as large as the Araguaya and probably is as large
a s this latter river is up to this point in its cours-e.
Its name means the "River of the Deaths", which
was given to it after a massacre of a whole group
of fortune-seekers who had settled on its banks.
This vilJage is one of considerable size
numbering some seventy-five Indians or more,
but as the sun had already set and we had dinner
to cook and our tent to pitch we did not accept
the pressing invitations we reeeived from the red
men to visit their village. A few hundred yards
down the river, exactly opposite the mouth of
the Rio das Mortes, we stopped for the night.
As one appreciated the majestic tributary one
could not help but realize that the scene was one
that spelt mystery. From far through the impenetrable and unknown forestsi of the most
unexplored state o.f Brazil, with savage tribes on
its banks and monstrous reptiles beneath the
surface of its waters this great river wends its
lonely way! That night it rained heavily and
the wind was so strong that we had great
difficulty in keeping our tent from blowing away.
. On the day following we arrived in the large
Caraja viHage known to the Brazilians as the
village of Santa Isabel. This was the largest
viliage that we had seen, and with the exception
of one other, the largest Car:aj a village on the
Araguaya. It numbered at least one hundred,
which is a Jarge village for the Carajas. Due to
family quarrels .a nd suspicion of one another the
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tribe finds it preferab]e to live scattered and so
reduce themselves to small groupsi that can live
more or less at peace among themselves. This
incessant internal warfare is having asi a result
the rapid dwindling of the t r ibe, from what was
once a very 1arge tribe to one that now probably
does not number more than eleven hundred souls.
On that first afternoon, on the· 25th. of
November, spent in this most remote of Car.aja
viJJ.ages we did a brisk trade and obtained a number of snapshots of the Indians and their huts .
We bought a number of arrows, some bows,
Jances, clubs and feather.ed ornaments of all kinds.
We paid for these thin gs with beads, small mirrors
knives, calico and food s·uch as mandioca flour
and brick sugar. That night our tent was fil 'ed
with C.arajas each smoking his pipe and making
t he atmosphere almost suffocating; but we could
not risk off ending them, nor did we wish to as
they had received us into their village in such a
friendly manner. We listened to the continual
talking and merry laughter of the Indiansi, no
doubt often joking at our expense, until late at
night. We could join in on' y in a very limited
way as these Carajas so far from civilization only
know a few words of Portuguesei, and most of
t hem none at all. During the course of this
int eresting experience I succeeded, quite unintentionally, of causing one Indian the fright of his
life and much amusement to the rest by pulling
out niy flash-light to look for something in my
sack!
That night we inquired the way to the Javahe
tribe in the interior of the Is 1and and engaged
three Caraj as to be our guides . It isi always
unsafe to visit even a friendly tribe that does not
know the white man without an escort of friend-
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ly Indians . Among our guides was the acting
chief of the vil!age, the newly appointed chjef
being away on an excursion. His predecessor
was murdered by the Chavantes while he wa3
venturing on t o their territor y. This Indian,
known as "Cadete", spoke very little Portuguese,
though "Alfredo", and "Antonio", spoke quit e a
little. We contracted with Cadet e to make t he
five-day tr~p with us for ten milreis, Alfredo for
a large knife or cutlass, and A·n tonio, who owned
a rifle, for ten buUets .
Early the next morning we started off. We
found that our party was to include six Indians
in all, two young unmarrie_d men and an old man
having also decided to travel with us. The two
young fe.lows were to be the ones to hunt fi sh for
us and in ever y way to be the picturesque members of the party, while the old man we found
out later was a "medicine-man", taken perhaps
to protect us from sickness, lightning and sudden
death!
That day we walked about seventeen mil.es.
By breakfast time we had arrived at the edge of
a lake at a point where it was known to our guide3
as being narrow and where the possibility of
encountering crocodiles was remote. On such
occasions we strip and wade across as best we can.
· On the other side of this particular lake we
stopped and made our breakfast off the fish that
our two young Caraj as ver y soon shot for us,
and afte.r a short rest started off again . During
the afternoon we did not make as much progress
as we might have made due to our Carajas stopping so frequently to gather wild honey. It is
impo:;-;sible to get them past a hive if they see
it, and on Bananal there seems to be an endless
-supply! However, by five o'clock we had
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reached the lake we had been a1mrng for, and
after wading acrn.s s we stopped for the night . Of
course we did not have our tent with us as we
had brought on'y what was essential, and so had
to take our chance with the rain. Fortunately
we wer e not troubled by the elements on that
first night and we slept well in spite of a poor
dinner made off .a very tough "Mutun", shot by
the \Vay, and farinha. This 1atter article of food
and sugar wa s all we carried by way of food, so
as to economise Jabour of carrying too he.a vy
loads . Of course the two unmarried men would
carry nothing, not even a gourd of drinking water,
and the old man was unable to carry much. We
called the latter by the name of "Matucari ",
which in Caraja means "old".
We made an early start on the next morning,
hoping to arrive at the next rake ear'ly in the
after noon. We wer e told that the J.avahes Jived
in a village not far on the other side of this lake
and that on our arrival would sound the "Buzina",
or large horn that one of our young meln had
brought for the purpose, and the Jav.ahes would
he.ar and come down to the lake-side and take us
across in one of their ubas . Eleven o cloc:k
found us at the 1 ake-side and the buzina was
sounded, and our Carajas whooped in their
characteristic way in order to attract the
attention of the Indians on the opposite side of
the lake. No sound, however, was heard from
the other side and no sign of life could be see.n in
the thick wood that bordered the lake. In the '
mean time we had a most refreshing dip in the
lake in spite of ahuge crocodile that eyed us from
a distance . So far all had gone well and our
journey had been without much incident, except,
perhaps, the fact of my having trodden on a "Ja-
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raraca ", without knowing it. This is one of the
most deadly snakes in Brazil !
After keeping up the noise for some time
our Car:ajas informed us that the village had
evidently been abandoned by the Javahes and that
our chance of coming in contact with them was
now very small. The lake was too wide to cross
without a canoe of some kind which made our
position more than ever hopeless, and all that we
could do was to spend the remainder of that day
bv the lake and sound the horn at intervals in the
hope of attracting some attention from the other
side, and if unsuc cessful, return to the Araguaya
on the following day. S10 we sought a shady spot
to sleep while our man, Raymu ndo, went out to
shoot a deer for dinner. Our boatman, by the
· way, we had left at Santa Isabel in charge of our
canoe and baggage.
By dinner time we had pretty well given up
a 11 hope of s2eing the J.a vahes, and after making
a good dinner off deer-meat and farinha we
8trung our hammocks at a little distance from the
lake and prepared to sleep, thoroughly disappointed with the unexpected situation . Most of our
Indians were sleeping round the fire on the lakeside as also w.as Raymundo, while, for some
reason or other, two Indians choose to sleep just
by my hammock. We had not sJept long before the
rain came down and compelled us to take down
our hammocks and mosquito nets and seek refuge
under our umbrellas till the rain
was over.
Fortunately, it did not rain long, though enough
to make everything wet .and uncomfortable, and
we were soon once more in our hammocks.
We were fortunate fo have a moon on this
cross-country trip, though on this particular night
it was clouded over; nevertheless it was better
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than total darkness under such condit~ons. All
was as quiet and peaceful as only a night in those
lonely regions can be, when suddenly without
warning or .apparent reason of any kind the two
lndians sleeping near my hammock leapt to their
feet with incredible speed and agility at the same
time making the most fiendish noise imaginable,
whooping and yelling at the top of their voices
and dancing like madmen! We soon found that
the other Carajas were also intj.ulging in this
sudden midnight perfomance, and of eourse it was
not many seconds before we also were up and
out of our hammocks. The first thought that
came to me was, "The Canoeiros !". But on
reflection the possibility of an .attack from these
savages was very remote .as far north as we were,
and one began to believe that perhaps this was
not a war-whoop after all that our Indians were
giving vent to. Nor, indeed, was it, for Cadete
soon came over to me and told me with great
delight that the "J avahes" were coming! This
\Vas good news and in a moment we were all
gathered by the · lake-side where already three
fine looking Indians were engaged in conversation
with our Carajas. It appeared that these men
had been on a fishing expedition, a whole day's
paddle from their village, and had heard our horn
and had come to see what it meant. They
explained that the village we had hoped to visit
had long been abandoned .and that the nearest
village, "Immuty", was their own and was a
day's paddle away but could be reached by walking across country in three hours. They
s-uggested returning for their wives and families
and calling for us on the following morning and
escorting us to Immuty. After all we were to see
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the Javahe3 ! No wonder we slept well for· the
rest of that night!
Sure enough at break of day they were back,
this time in three ubas which were laden with
fish and other food and in w:hich 'w ere the
families of the three men. A description of the
J ahave Indian is quite unnec(?ssary, it being
sufficient to say that f.~ ey are identical with the
Carajas, speaking the same dialect, wearing the
same ornaments,. living in the same style of hut,
thongh one builds his on the sands o.f the river
and the other on high ground near the lake or
river as the case may be. They an~ both inseparable from the water and handle their canoes
with equal skill, and their diet as would therefore
be expected is also the same, with the exception
of fruit and ground provisions whic;h the J avahes
seem to cultivate and eat more than their cousins
the Carajas. Without doubt they were originally
one and the same tribe. From a missionary
standpoint this is most pleasing, for neighbouring
tribes speaking the same dialect can h9· considered
as the same tribe.
We were told to embark in the canoe which
we observed had no women and children aboard.
This we were very willing to do and soon we were
being paddled rapidly down the lake followed by
the other canoes carrying the J avahes and those
of our Caraj as who were not in our canoe. It
should be explained that this lake has a very slow
current in a northerly direction receiving its .
waters from a small river on the Island and
emptying by another stream into the lesser arm
of the Araguaya, which is commonly known as t~e
"Furo''. According to the J~vahes one can paddle
for four or five days on this long, narrow, winding lake.
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It was not many minutes h e-fore we were on
the other side; and here we disembarked with
one J avahe as guide, while the rest of his
companions took the women and childrsn by
water, which they calculate takes a whole day,
whereas we arrived at .their village after only
three hours walk.
On arrival at Immuty it happened that the
member of our party to appear in ~ ight fir.st was
our man Raymundo. He was se.en by a youa g
J avahe girl who fled into a hut shrieking with
fright! This, very naturally, caused a stir in the
village which very soon was alive with curiosity,
- curiosity and not fear, for our Carajas. and Javahe guide soon expl ained matters and made them
undertand that we were friend s come to visit
their village and bring them presents. It was •
easily se€n that this tribe is very much les~
accustomed to rneing tl:e white man than is the
Car aja, though appar.~ntly is quite as friendly
when reasonable expJianation is made.
There was much talking and laughing taking
place between the men of both tribes while they
exchanged presents. They usually exchange
feathers for bamboo for making arrows wHh the
Carajas, who are, in turn, glad to get feathers
of so many kinds as the J avahes a·r e able to obtain.
AftEr they had traded and talked for some ti me
we w ere. us,hered into one of the huts, wh2re some
'vomen and ch1ldren were sitting on mats
peeling mandioca. Our conversation amounted
to ve·r y little,, as these Indians speak no Portuguese at -all and our knowledge of their
language was still less if that were possible!
We accepted a pine-apple which was , cut up
for us on the extremely dirty mat, but which we
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ate showing much apprec~ a ti on as men, wom en
and children gazed at us while we ate.
Most of that day was spent seated in this
manner in one. hut or another, the monotony bein!
broken only when we brought out some beadf
mirrors and the like as prese:nts and inducement
to trade. We obtained some ornam.ent~ an1
things of interest, and our trinkets pleased them
immensely. During the day we noticed that the
men, both Caraja and Javahe alike, sit with their
hacks to the wome,n as they talk, and on separate
mats. The latter were very bashful and could
not be persuaded to talk, no doubt being quite
overcome with their first sight of white men! We
were most fortunate in seeing an exhibition of
dancing as also some bouts of wrestling. The
queer dance-costumes, already referred to, were
donned and dancing eontinued most of the afternoon and late into the night, only stopping for the
wresfing bouts which to.ok place at about four o'
clock in the .afternoon. For this oceasfon picked
men of both tribes were chosen to def end- their
reputation as expert wresf ers, and they certainly
gave one the impression that they knew their
game and would be tough customers to put on the
mat! Before the bouts began all the, men were
richly painted red with black ornamentation) and
their picturesque fighting caps and belts put on,
the painting being done by the women who
smeared the men all over with colour and then
looked at them with admiration written on their
faces! When all were ready they marched out
to the fighting ground quite an imposing array!
The first pair to challenge were Javahes who were
immediate-y taken up by two Carajas, this
chaJlenge being made by the pair engaging in a
special kind of dance and the ac ceptance also
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taking this form. The bouts were watched by
the men with great appreciation and much
laughter, while the women remained outside the
huts far in the background.
That njght we did not wait for the dancing
to stop but finding a suitable place to hang our
hammocks we turned in to sleep, while the red
men of both tribes danced and talked round the
fire not more than five yards from us. Early
next day we took leave of our new friends the
Javahes and together with our six Carajas
started back on our thirty five mile walk back to
the Araguaya.
That afternoon on our arrival at the place
where we crossed the lake on the previous morning we were overtaken by a torrential rain which
lasted over four hours while we·. cringed under
our umbrellas in a near-by wood, almost famished
with hunger! When the rain finally stopped we
made ready to cross the lake. The ubii that the
Javahes had left for us to cross in was full of
holes that were merely plugged up with mud.
It leaked like a sieve. To make matters worse
the Carajas, too lazy to make two trips across,
crowded the whole party in at once. We crossed
with the water not only coming through the many
holes but also over the side. It is not exaggeration
to say that the water was not more than a quarter
of ah inch be1ow the top of the canoe and poured
in whenever any one made the slightest movement,
which was difficu 1 t to avoid with so much bailing
to be done. With crocodiles ready to take
advantage of an upset this was, to say the least,
a nervous proceeding ! However, we were. landed
safely on the other side, the Indians being very
pleased with their success. Afte-r dinner had
been eaten, the first meal that day, we
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started off again, having decided that if we put
in an hour's tramp before sunset we would leave
just one day's forced march between us and the
Araguaya which we hoped to do on the foEowing
day. It was very necessary to push on as we
were entirely out of food, all that remained of our
supply being a half sack of salt, and nine full
grown men to feed !
That night we spent round a fire in the open
field while a gentle and persistent rain was falling.
We were soaked through a 1 r eady from the rain
of the previous day so we had that much less to
worry about now, and the fire around which we
a:ll crowded kept us warm. By four a. m.
we were once more on the move, having started
without even a piece of sugar to help us on! We
walked until the first lake was reached, at about
seven o'clock, and there the Indians shot six large
fish and obtained some very nice; wild honey. The
latter we ate with enjoyment and kept the fish,
as we expecte9., for c1ur breakfast that we were
to eat on our arrival at the farther !ake. When
we did arrive there, however, at about noon, we
found that the share we three were to get
consisted of one very small fish which had been
shot at this second lake! The, Indians ate well of
their fish, ten in all, and carried those that they
could not eat back to the village. Such are the
Carajas in matters of food! They had f.o r gotten
that two days before; they had done away with
two whole deer shot with our gun!
. We tramped on, however, though very tired
and hungry, and were more than glad when we
were once more on the dear old Araguaya with
at least plenty of rice; for dinner! We had
walked for twelve hours that day, covered twentyfour miles, and had done it on only one third of a
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small fish each! As can well be imagined, we
slept sound!y on the sand that night, and on the
day following were ready to resume: our journey
down the river which had been interrupted by
our five day trip across Banana!.
We paid off our good friends the Carajas
giving them extra pay for the additional day to
Immuty, all concerned being well satisfied. The
two young men were not really ent:tled to anything, as we had not hired them; nor was o' d
"'l\!Iatucari". Nevertheless, we gave the young
men five strings of beads apiet;e and a large piece
of red calico to the old fellow with which he was
mightily pleased! After all, he carried my
hammock for me, and though he was not
suecessful in keeping back the rain with his
chewed roots, we at least did not perish by lightning or sudden death on the way!!
Thinking much of the possibi:ity of future
work .a mong these two brother tribes, we started
to paddle once: more down the Araguaya .

•

CHAPTER VIII
THE TAPIRAPE'S
At about eight o'clock on the morning of
December 3rd. we came into sight of hills in the
distance, away to the north-west in the state of
Para. We had not seen anything that could
possibly be called a hill since leaving Leopoldina
and these were a most we/ come sight. They
formed a long chai.n of blue "Serra", or range of
hilJs, along the horizon, which in the early morning were very pretty. More or less in the same
direction but considerably nearer were isolated
peaks not so high, evidently, as the farther range,
but nevertheless of comparatively considerab ~ e
height when one remembers the monotonous
flatness of this whole region. TheS'e two hills
are known as "As Duas Princezas ", or The Two
Princesses, which owing to the flatness of the
surrounding country are seen from all directions
at great distances. We had not paddled much
further before arriving at a very interesting part
of the river, a spot where water seems to flow
in every direction. We: have reference to the
mouth of the Tapirape river which flows into the
Araguaya from the west and whic·h marks the
dividing line between the two large states of
Matto Grosso and Para in this neighbourhood.
This river flows through almost unknown country
through a region peopled with only redskins, some
of whom we shall tell of later. It enters the
Araguaya by two mouths, though in the flood
season we are told it forms one big canal. Just
at the point of junction of these two rivers the
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Araguaya divides into four passages, known as
"As Quatro Boecas ", or the four Mouths, and the
main cana! into which flows most of the water
make& a sudden bend to the east forming a large
island with the lesser canal to the left. Both this
latter and the other two canals formed by t h e
combined waters of the Araguaya and the Tapirape rivers are shallow and in the dry season
allow the passage of canoes only. Another interesting feature of the topography of this spot is
the fact that, just before sp' itting up into four
streams, the Araguaya passes through a narrow·
passage of not more than three hundred yards in
-width between two rocky promontories of
·considerable h e,i ght. The one on the left bank
is the higher, perhaps 150 feet, and is more or
less bar.e on the top, while that on the Bananal
side is not quite as big but is thickly wooded. We
climbed this latter and getting up into a high tree
on its summ:t we had a most magnificent view
of all the surrounding country, and from this
vantage point rea'ized not only the extremely
flat nature of the . ~egion but also the quantity of
water brought down by the Araguaya.
In the region of the Tapirape river there lives
a tribe of Indians of the same name and which
from all accounts are friendly to the white man
though. they do not know much rubout him. Six ·
days paddle and two days across country would
take us to their first village, the first of a series
of three.. The othe1r two villages have never been
visited by the white man and it wou' d not be at
all advisable to do so for the first t ;me without
E".ome of the Indians of the first village as guides.
We should very much have liked to make the trip
to this tribe,, but our funds were fast running out
as we were paying our men well, and the heavy
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rains were fast appr1oaching, which would make
such a trip very di·f ficult. So we decided to pass
them by till some future day. We learned that
the first village is of considerable size, perhaps
as many two or th~ee hundred inhabitants, and
the rumour s, based on what the Indians of the fir st
village say, are that the other two are also large
villages. We came into contact with men who
were able to give us some fairly accurate information of the Tapirape tribe. They evidently are
very industrious, making mats, hammocks,
baskets, and ornaments with great skill, and also
cultivating fruits and cereals to a considerable
extent. Unlike the tribes we visited, they sleep
in hammocks, and also construct better hous-es .
We trust that all this is true, but we found that
reports were always exaggerated in these respects
in the case: of the Carajas and the Javahes. The
Tapirapes, both men and women, go abso1ute1y
naked, and what is rather more dis-tressing is that
on the arrival of a white man at the village he is
expected to make himself ·quite at home and
remove, all his clothes ! We hope that this report,
at least, is exaggerated!
.
The fact that this tribe is friendly and
permanently located in the same viUages makes
it a subject of missionary interest. They would
be the tribei to be reached next by any Society
working among the Caraj asi and J a vahes .
Four leagues further down the river from the
mouth of the Tapirape we arrived at a place where
the river which had been once more flowing in
one wide bed again divided, this time into two
equally large arms, the western -arm going by the
name of "Furo de Pedra ", a name indicating a
rocky b~w1k. We had passed another Ca raj a .
village a little way higher up and found yet
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anoth;..;r situated on the island of sand betwe·e n the
two arms of the river at Furo de Pedra. These
vrlages were beeoming very much more frequent
as we came down the river ,though the.y continued
to be small. In addition to the Indian viHage
there exists a tiny gr9up of Brazilians on the left
bank who informed us that some miles inland,
at the foot of the hills already referred to there
lived quite a number of cattle-breeders who could
be reached from Furo de Pedra. Thus we had
arrived at the most r emote outpost of civilization,
if such it could he cared, for they lived asprimitively as the Indians. The next Brazilian
settlement was more than seventy miles further
down the river. It is hardly to be wondered at
that these poor folk live as they do, for most of
them are sick and diseased .and hundreds of miles
away from a doctor and supplies, and living in
ignorance and superstition. It must be said,
though, that were they not so lazy and inert they
could make themselves respectable houses to live
in and cultivate wholesome food to eat even though
unable to obtain good clothes. But all the way
down the. stretch o.f river that is inhabited by
Brazilians the most extreme poverty and degradation is met with; disease is universal' and
ignorance of the deepest dye is widespread.
This little group at Furo de Pedra is the only
settlement on the mainland opposite Bananal, and
on the Island itself n~o white. man dwells. Thus
for over four hundred mi'.es, from Sao Jose to
''Barreirinha", a settlement of which we shall
write later, and which is situated a little below the
northern end of Banana.I, there is no one dwelling
but the Indian, with the one exception of this
small settlement .at Furo de Pedra !

IN BRAZIL
That day when we first sighted blue hir s in
the diS'tanee we were very disappointed that they
were not situated on Bananal rather than on the
opposite side, for we were very interested in
finding high ground in this neighbourhood 'to
recomme:n d as suitable for missionary headquarters, and s o far no high ground of any
descript"on had been seen on the Island. But late
that ~ame day we were delighted to see in the
distance a range of hills, not so elevated as the
Ser ra on the mainland, it is true, but high enough
to make a big difference when it comes to living
and constructing houses . This small range of
hffs proved to be exactly across the river from
Furo de P t:.d ra, and on arrival at the latter place
we deeided to cross the river and explore the
locality. A Caraj a very kindly loaned us hi~ uba
and we crossed the river to explore the site which
might, in the providence, of God, yet become our
home!
We found that the range consisted of three
quite distinct hills situated near the river and
very graduaHy extending inland, becoming lower
as the range receded from the river. The whole
extent of high ground, with the exception of one
of the hills, which would afford exce-lent sites for
building, wer.e covered with forests. These
wooded lands would be ideal. for cultivation and
also for supp-ying all the timber that would be
necessary for building purposes, and then as far
as the eye can reach in all directions there is
. pastur e land of the very best for raising cattle.
We climbed the hm that had but little vegetation
and found that it started to slope up from the
very -e dge of the water and gradually reached
an e~evation of perhaps 400 feet above the level of
the river. As the rive:r has an elevation of just
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over 600 feet as this point, the height of this mo::: t
excellent building site would hardly be less than
1000 feet above sea level.
For reasons that we shall give late.r, we
believe that an "Industrial Mission" is the on' y
possible way of . reaching these Indians, and here
we found an ideal sight for such a m ;S'sion. High
ground for construction purposes, lands excellent
for both breeding cattle and cultivating crops, and
also for supplying timbe.r , all within reach of the
river from which nothing can divorce the Indian.
All this, far in 1 and, would be utterly use~ e s s, for
no Indians would live away from the water.
This locality ·is also strategically ideal, for
we reckon it to be about the centre of the section
inhabited most densely by the Caraja, within two
days land journey of the nearest Javahes, and
almost at the mouth of the river which is the
natural door into Tapirape territory. These
thr ee tribes are, beyond a doubt, the ones to be
reach e.d first .
On our way up this hiH we pass-ed through
quite extensive Indian cultivations, and though w e.
found them somewhat primitively worked yet
we wer e glad to · find that this spot was al so
considered by them to be a good one and to which
they might _be attracted in much larger numbers
should a Mission ever be opened up there. We
climbed a tree to get a view even wider than the
very extensive one we got from the ground at
the summit. Truly the panorama from that point
was magnificent; there wer e the Two Princesises
8tanding out in bold outline against the skyline
and further to the northwest that same lo,n g range
of blue. serra in the distance. On the ~ananal
side nothing but an end!ess stretch of flat country.
The course of the Tapirape, as also that of the
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Araguaya and the Qua tro Boceas, could be seen
for many miles, giving one the impression that
r :vers from all quarters were seeking to me.et at
a point immediately below us . It is a very excellent situation.
Passing quite a number of Caraja villages
we paddled on the following day we 1 l pleased with
having found a spot which we, had hoped to find
but which we had begun to despair of finding.
Two days later we passed the point of Banana!
Is-and, and as we passed we looked up the stream
of the Lesser Arm which after its great detour
had once again found its way back to the true
bed of the great river. Ban anal, with its 300
mile,s of riverbank, its great stretches of grazing
lands the home of scattered thousands of deer,
its great forests and winding lakes, Bananal, the
home of the Caraja and the Javahe, was now
receding in the, distance. as we paddled on wondering if ever we shou~d see it again.
Seventy five miles below Furo de Pedra, we
arrived at the second sign of civilization; this
conglomeration of huts, for that is all they are,
being denominated "Barreirinha". The miserable
looking houses are situated on a high bank, or
"barreira ", and are the homes of cattle-raisers
who live in the same degree of backwardness as
those further up the river. Opposite this small
settlement is a Caraja vi 1lage which is the home
of the great Caraja chief Valladar. This Indian
oy reason of superior intelUgence rose to his
present position · of supreme chief of the tribe,
and this in spite· of the fact that he is the son of
a captive Tapirape woman. He is feared by every
member of the tribe, admired by most but hated
by some. · Those who d islike him and refuse to
recognise his leadership are the Carajas that Jive
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above Bananal in the region of S.ao Jose and Leopoldina. He speak& Portuguese fluently and
dresses like most of us, has ambitious ideas of
his own for his tribe, and in many ways j s an
exceptional Indian. Very unfortunately we
missed him on the river, though we spoke to hi s
wife and two daughters, all of whom spoke good
Portuguese. The errand on which he was at the
time when we passed was that of -killing another
Indian who had in wme1 way crossed his path ,
Fortunateiy the Indian escaped up a small arm of
the river and so a voided Valladar. He is a
supreme autocrat, marrying wives at will, and
depriving others of theirs; he will decide for some
whom they should marry and for others whom
they should not, and in many such ways he makes
enemies ·Or friends as the case may be. He himself
does not know what fear is, though he knows
how to instil it into others. It was through him
that the Tapirape Indians have become the
enemies of the Caraja. He was very frequ.e ntly
with these Indians and took a wife from among
them. Vallador is a law unto himself in this
particular respect, and after some time began
to treat her badly. This the Tapirapes resented
keenly and threatened his life if he should return
or of any Caraj a that should visit their villages .
Five leagues further down is the settlement
known as "Barreira de Campos", which in no way
differed from the previous two. Asi usual · we
were beisi.eged by the inhabitants for remedies for
sores, fevers and every imaginable desease .
Opposite this village was another Caraja village
with about 25 Indians, the usual number of most
of these last village&. We spent the night here
under the roof of a very hospitable negress, and
set out early the following day with the hope of

A water-melon for sale.
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reaching "Barreira de Sant'Anna" by Saturday
night. We did the necessary 15 leagues in about
· a day and a half, arriving early Saturday afternoon. This little hamlet was considerably larger
than anything we had seen since leaving Sao Jose
nearly 500 miles up the river. It was the home
of our boatman, Firmino, at whoS'e house we
were very comfortably housed that night and the
day following. It was here for the first time
that the river showed signs of rocks and swiftly
flowing currents, just opposite the village there
being the first "Travessao", a series of which
exist from thiS' point down until one arrives at
the rapids themselves. A Travessao is a section
of the river where rocks extend almost or entirely
across the width of the river, causing the water
to rush past in the form of small rapids. They
are a great hindrance to navigation, though of
course to a much less degree than the great rapids
that still lay ahead of us.
On Monday morning we arrived at another
little town, known as "Santa Maria", perhaps a
trifle larger than the last. Here we said goodbye to our faithful crew, or rather to Raymundo,
for we had left Firmino in his home . Their
contract was to leave us in Conceigao, but as it
was more convenient for them we relieved them
at this point. From here we took passage in a
large "Bote" bound for Conceigao, and which
happened to have caught us up coming down the
river just at this point. A bote is a large boat
with a large p.alin-leaf roof under which the crew
·can live in comparative luxury. This particular
one was rowed by about ·eight men and was
returning from the new diamond fields recently
discovered near the headwaters of the Araguaya.
It turned out that it belonged to the ex-mayor
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and political boss of Conceic;ao whose two sons
were in charge of the boat. These two young
men were most friendly .and obliging, and we soon ·
became good friends. We passed the several
Travess6es on the way in safety and arrived in
Concei<(ao on Tuesday afternoon, December 12th.
We were just about halfway between Leopoldina
and Para, and had been four weeks on the Araguaya!
At Santa Maria we passed the last village
of Carajas on the Upper Araguaya, there being
others further down the river, but so far separated that they can hardly be reckoned with from a
missionary standpoint, especially as one must
consider the Upper Araguaya as quite a different
river from the lower reaches which are infested ·
with travess6es and rapids.
Up to this point we calculated that we had
passed 900 Carajas and perhaps 1600 or 1700
Javahes. The estimate of Javahesi was gathered
from information which may or may not be
accurate, but we have every reason for believing
them to be much more numerous than the Carajas.
The most important part of our journey was
now .at an end, and we were safe and in good
health; we recognised that God had been
leading us and protecting us in .a very marked
way, and we felt truly grateful to Him for it all.
The great river of rapids now lay ahead of us, and
so did adventures which we little thought of at
the time.
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CHAPTER IX
THE DOMINICAN FRIARS
Conceic;ao is a small town situated on the left
hank of the Araguaya with perhaps two thousand
inhabitants and which is obvious-ly decadent. It
has! nevertheless, an interesting history. In the
year 1897 the French Dominican Friars entered
the region of the Araguaya with a view to the
evangelization of the .Indians of that river. They
gathered around them a nucleus of Brazilian
cattlebreeders who were scattered along the
banks of the river in the vicinity and es-tablished
themselves on the high ground whe·r e the town of
Conceic;ao stands. Extending far back ink> the
hinterland in the direction of the river Xingu'
are to be found what are known as the "Campos
Geraes ", or great prairies which are considered
such excellent pasture lands. Living on these
open heights and even as far west as- the forests
of the Xingu' is the large Indian tribe of "Cayap6s ", a tribe which in times gone by were found
inhabiting a region extending from the Rio Fresco
to the State of Sao Paulo, but which now is
limited to the country that we are · considering.
lt w.as this tribe that the monks chose to work
amongst, though they have since made spasmodic
and unsuccessful attempts to reach the Carajas
and the Javabes. Not long after the founding of
this Romish Mission the great Para rubber trade
began, and Conceic;ao, by reason of its geographical position, rapidly became a flourishing
rubber centre, and in a short time it had reached
a population of 5000. All the rubber that was
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taken from the forests of the upper reaches of
the Rfo Fresco and more· to the south c.ame
through this town and was taken down in large
"Batel6es" by way of this rapids to Para. A
''Batelao", is a large boat of very wide beam and
roof of thatch which is used on the Araguaya as
practically the sole means of transport.
We
saw many or these .heavy, ugly looking . craft
ascending the river to the newly found diamond
fields of Registro on the Araguaya about 45
leagues above Leopoldina . The ascent in one of
these batel6es is very slow, taking as much as
90 days to -reach Registro from Concei<;ao, a
distance of 850 miles ! The means of propelling
the boat is by long poles and grab-liooks, _the
former being used to pole the boat, and the latter
to aid by grabbing with them the overhanging
branches of trees. This method of ·crawling close
in a!Dng the bank in shallow water and avoiding
the stronger currents is the only method by
which any of the types of craft now on the Araguaya - with the exception of the one launch can ascend the river. To descend, paddles are used
as in our own case.
During thes·e years of prosperity the Friars
had been working among the Cayap6s and had
succeeded in establishing a school for the
children in Concei<;ao to which they had brought
over one hundred. The Indians themselves
during these years would come to Con·cei<;ao in so
far as it was convenient to them to do so, but
the priests have failed dismally in making any
permanent impression on them for good, either
morally or spiritually. The Cayap6s have alwaysi
been a tribe moderately easy of approach but
which at the same time, at least in the case of
some of the sub-divisions of the tribe, have been,

A Caraja in his canoe.
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and are still known to be dangerous when it suits
them. ThiS' tendency to semi-savagery was not
lessened by the cruelties that many of the rubbergather ers inflicted on this tribe and on the
Indians as a whole. As matters now stand, they
are seldom ever seen in Conceic;ao, and have
finally taken all their children a way from the
school of the Priests, accusing these latter of
treating the children badly. The women never
more appear in the town and the men come only
when they need anything which they cannot
obtain elsewhere. On the e occasions they will
come into the town clothed, as was taught them,
but on their return to their villages will remove
their clothes and go in .their usual nakedness !
This shows how little good has really been done
them, especially when we are told that they are
friendly only in Conceic;ao, and quite capable · of
killing their "friends" should they approach their
villages ! The reasons for this failure on the
part of the priests, which is largely admitted by
them, will be referred to later; in the meantime it
is a sad fact.
Owing to the rapid exodus of the people of
this principal town of the ,t\.raguaya to th e
diamond fields up the river, Conceic;ao is now
a town of only two thousand inhabitants and with
a continued tendency to decrease. The Friars
are much dis.appointed, though they are building
a new convent building and church. The town iS',
as \vould be expected, very fanatical, and it is
next to impossible to hold a meeting there, at least
without careful preparation and guarantee of
protection, from the civic autho_rities. During
our stay there of five days we visited the Friars
in their convent and found them to be most
pleasant and gent 1 emanly, and one could not but
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feel sorry that these sincere self-sacrificing men
had nothing better than a "stone" to give for the
Living Bread. We had heard before leav~ng
Goyaz Capital that the Bishop of Conceic;ao was
planning a trip to Bananal Island during the
month of November with a view of visiting the
Carajas and Javahes. We were interested not
only in their motive for making this trip but also
as to the probability of meeting his Lordship face
to face in an Indian vil1age ! Our astonishment
can be imagined when we heard in course of
conversation with the Bishop, who had reached
Conceic;ao on his return only six days before us,
that he had actually been in a Javahe village on
the date on which we were in another! What, had
it been the same village! The Bishop and I had
a long talk about Bananal .and the Indians and
compared notes as to the geographical features of
the island. It happened that we had found a river
that we were unable to trace to its mouth and
therefore did not know into what stream it emptied its waters and where. He in turn had discovered
the mouth but could not decide as to the location
of its source, and by comparison of notes we both
found out what we wanted! It must be remembered that the interior of Bananal is quite unexplored, and no doubt has many surprises in store for
those who some day will find out all that the
great river island contains·. It appeared that on
the Bishop's arrival at "Sorocan", one of the six
villages of the Javahes, all the Indians had fled,
not knowing what to think of the unexpected
visit; whereupon the Bishop left a number of
presents in the open space in front of the huts
a:nd continued up the river, and on his return was
well received by the people of the village! His
idea was to continue on up the Furo with the hope
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of reaching another of their villagesi called
Ouariouari, but had to give up the idea owing
to unexpected difficulties encountered. As far
as one could gather this "Missao Apostolica ", as
he called it, was made with the idea of courting
the friendship of the Indians - who love any~:me
who will give them presents - and have some
adventures and achievements to report, rather
than with .any definite plans of more aggresive
work among these tribes.
We spent five comfortable days in Conceigao,
being the guests of Coronel Norberto de S.ouza
Lima, the ex-mayor and political boss of the town.
We had become good friends of his two sons
during the day's paddle on his "bote" from Santa
Maria, and on our arrival they insisted on our
being their guests. We were very g!.ad to accept
their invitation as we were strangers in a strange
land not knowing where to go. How much we
appreciated the good food set before us must be
left to the imagination of the reader, for after
our long term of "river food", we were in very
good Jorm to do justice to good cooking! Our new
friends were most kind to us and made us feel
very much at home, and we were very glad to
have had .a n opportunity of a long talk with the
whole family about the things of God. They
showed much interest and were very. appreciative.
On our arrival here, after paying off our
two boatmen higher up the river, we discovered
that we were almost without funds, which is not
a happy situation to find oneself in over siix
hundred miles away from home .and in a country
where banks or telegraph or post offices are
unknown ! We figured that in would cost us five
hundred milreis to get back to Para, and had
with us less than one hundred and fifty! There
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was only one thing to do, and that was to sell
what we could of our outfit that was possible to
dispense with. We met with remarkable succes-,,
in direct answer to prayer, we believe. Our t ent
was bought by the Friars, who also relieved us
of some of our photographic supplies. We sold
our blankets, rifle, bullets, sinake-bite, serum,
first-aid outfit and several other .things which
· netted us a total of well over four hundred milreis·! with this in hand we were1 able to hire a
eanoe and crew to take us down the rauids as far
as the town of Maraba, about 250 miles further
north.
On December 18th. we started once more
on our journey after saying good-bye to our good
friends, who seemed genuinely sorry to see us go.
We had told them of the object of our trip into
the Indian country and found them very sympathetic with our desire to help the Indians . The
information, no doubt, spread round the town and
probably ultimately reached the ears of the monks.
We personally had not mentioned our object to
them as they did not inquire and we thought it
better not to broach the subject.
Our contact with this Roman Catholic mission
to the Indians had made it very clear to us why
the Federal authorities in Rio de Janeiro had
expressed it as their opinion that the Catholic
missions among the Indians had proved to be
failures. We saw for ourselves the methods
followed and the obvious reasons for their failure.
Of course, first and foremost among these reasons
stands the fact that the Catholic has nothing to
offer the Indian in the line of spiritual help; he
has no Gospel to preach to him, no real and living
Christ to tell him of, or to off er to him as the
One who can meet the ne.s ds of every human soul.

Carajas in Winter-quarters:
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The Indian has no particular use for forms and
cerimonies to which he is unaccustomed and of
which he fee.ls no real need; and such things in
themselves will not suffice to change him in any
permanent way for the better.
The problem of how to deal with the red man
of the Southern American continent both from a
social and religious standpoint is one that still
awaits solution, not only by the respective
governments of the various republics, but also by
the Church of Christ. It is a problem that is
becoming more and more pressing as time goes
on and the continent opens, and is engaging the
serious attention of the Evangelical Churches
and Governments alike. Especially is this so in
Brazil. It must be remembered that the Indian
of South America varies in culture and status
from the naked savage of the Brazilian forest to
the practically civilized Araucanian Indian of
Southern Chile. Many are nominally Roman .
Catholic, but many more are pagan. With the
former we a~e not concerned at present for there
are practically no Catholic Indian tribes in Brazil;
but it is the pagan Indian that offers the problem
that is hardest of solution.
The problem that faces the missionary to the
Brazilian Indian is very ab 'y and concisely
summed up by a writer in the League of Nations
Mag.azine whom we shall now quote: "On the
great Central Plateau of Brazil as also in the
great forest regions of the Upper Amazon the
vital problem is to gather these wandering people
into settled communities. The importance of
this rests on a two-fold consideration; first as a
matter 0£ ·expediency, it is pratica1ly impossible
to evangelize a people he.r e to-day and gone tomorrow as these folk are, dri yen partly by the
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search for food and partly by the haunting dread
of evil spirits, and of those of departed members
of the tribe; and, se.cond, a consideration of gener.al principle, since the object of Christian
Missions must ever be social as well as individual,
it is clearly necessary to adopt some method which
will guarantee a fixed habitation, from which
may grow a more ordered social system, a stronger basis of home life, .and a sense of community
existence, all of which are lacking to the Indian
in his nomadic state". Then, in reference to the
Anglican Mission to the Paraguayan Indians, he
continues: - "To-day, at and around the garden
settlement of Makthlawaiya in the heart of the
Paraguayan Chaco, is .an ordered eommunity of
Indian people, dwelling in their own decently-built
log houses, vastly different from the wretched
huts o,f their nomad days and much more
conducive to decency and home life, tilling their
own soil and breeding their own cattle. Whereas,
in days gone by, hostility, bitter and deep, existed
between the various tribes, to-day peace and
harmony reign. From being a people inordinately
lazy, useless to themselves and their neighbours,
they have become an industrious community w~th
.a definite contribution to the labour of the. world.
And the secret of it all? Evange'ization; but
evangeJization by a method suitable to the
peculiar circumstances of the people, the method
known as industrial missions, which in this case
might be de.fined as the teaching of such means
of obtaining the necessities of life as shall enable
a people to live in settled communities, the whole
new iife being permeatE.d with the preaching by
word and examp'e of the love of God in Jesus
Christ.
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The case of the Chaco Indian is of course but
one of many and each of the others presents
some variety of the problem. Yet in practically all
of these the solution seems to be the same-the
uplift of the Indian can best be furthered by this
method of the industrial mission".
He continues further :-"We have, beyond
the practical problem, a deeper issue; to wit, the
impact of the red man on the white. It arises
more especially in the regions of those blurred
dividing Jines, (and the Araguaya is such a
region) the places where the white man, with an
unrelenting pressure, is forcing the red man
farther and ·e.ven farther back, seizing for his
own use the lands from which the native is driven.
Somehow the contact is good for neither red nor
white ; the good of each seems lost, and the evil
only worsened. The problem is intensified when
one thinks of the history of the red man's
treatment by the white; even to-day the Indian
is beyond the law of most South American
republics, with no civic rights o.r standing, no
redress for the wrongs that are done. him by the
white. Remember, too, that the land, after all,
belongs to the red man by ancient right, and is
only helrl by the white man by right of conquest.
The South American prob'em is primarily a moral ·
one : how to bring to bear on those "blurred" regio.n s the uplifting, cleansing power of Christianity. The equipment of the Charch's agents in men
and means is at present hopelessly inadequate to
justify even a beginning of this most inportant
work; yet it ought to be be.gun, and that soon".
If our journey through one of these
"blurred " regions has taught us anything it is
that an industrial mission, as mentioned in the
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above quotations, is the only means of efficiently
and successfully lifting the red man out of his
present pitiable state into a knowledge of the
glorious liberty and privileges of the child of God
through faith in Jes us Christ.

CHAPTER X
THE RAPIDS
Our new boat was no improvement on the
other, being just about the same size and build,
and with .a thatched roof as primitive as the first.
Our crew, however, consisted of three men besides
our pilot, which, together with a faster current,
enabled us to make better time than hitherto.
The river from now on becomes rocky and
treacherous, and the beautiful praias appear less
and less frequently. As one descends the river
the nature of the surrounding country also
becomes noticeably different, more forest and less
open pasture land, more palms of all varieties;
the banks are lined with more dense vegetation;
in short the country becomes more shut in and
wild than the breezy open lands of the upper river.
Some of the travess6es were quite formidable,
the crew having to use great skill in steering the
boat through the narrow passages. among the
rocks and the swift current. Our pi~ ot was one
who knew the river well and we were confident
that he would get us through the rapids safely
when we came to them.
'Ve missed our tent more than once, having
to pass the night out in very heavy rains, either
under an umbreUa or cramped under the hood of
the c.anoe. We were fortunate, however, to find
dwelling houses at which to sleep on most nights.
One must not imagine these houses of the riverside dwellers as being in any way comfortable.
They merely consist of one room and an open
kitchen, mud floors, thatched roof, and extreme-
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ly dirty in every instance. We would, however,
hang our hammocks in the kitchen and be glad
that there was a roof over our heads. Not always
did these roofs protect us though, as on one
occasion we had tD pass an exceptionally bad night
in soaking wet hammocks and c· othe.s . In fact I
myself, after becoming quite wet through,
re.sorted to an umbrella to keep the water from
running down my neck all night! Even so I was
able to put in six hours sleep!
The people living along the lower reaches
of the Araguaya are even more backward
than those higher up, and indeed, this stretch
of country is considered to be inhabited by
.a class of people as wild and :awless as are
to be found in the interior of Brazil. The
region in which the rapids occur and in which
the river passes through mountainous and forest
country is espec ~ a1ly noted for this. A: fact that
will serve to show that this is probably so is that
in the short time that it took us to pass through
this section two murders occurred on the river!
Life is cheap and law is quite unknown along
here. The reason of this being so in this region and
not on the upper part of the river is that during
the period of the rubber rush men seemed to lose
their heads, and in the rush for rubber ·would not
only slaughte.r Indians but aJso. one another,
whereas up highe.r beyond the rubber zone such
excesses have never been practised .
Not far below Conceic;ao on the Goyaz side of
the river and extending to the Tocantins river live
the "Cherente" Indians . These Indians are
supposed by some to be of the same stock as the
ferocious ."Chavantes", and by others to belong to
the "Cayap6", tribe. From the.ir build it is
beJ.ieved that the former hypothesis is right. They
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are semi-civilized Indians, wear clothes, and are
known to make not infrequent visits to Rio de
Janeiro to make their rights heard. On these
occasions a small party of them will walk to the
r.ail-head in southern Goyaz and then take the
train to the Capita 1 • They are known to be
spiritists and hold seances when spirits are
numbering more. than a few hundred.
consulted. The tribe is small, probably not
About twenty leagues below Conceigao we
came to the large Caraja village of "Pau d'Arc.Q",
at the mouth of the river o.f that name.
The
Indians had already moved off the praia and built
their village for the. winter on high ground near
the river. These Indians are separated from
nearest Caraja viJlage on the Upper Araguaya
by not less than 160 miles and consider themselves
as an independent branch ·o f the tribe, and have
no communication with the Carajas higher up.
They go by the name of "Caraj a-Chambioii"
though they are in every way identical with their
brothers on Ban.anal. It was quite noticeable,
nevertheless, that owing to their much greater
proximity to civilization they are more enJightened and accustomed to the ways of the white man
and also speak more Portuguese than those on the
upper river. Their huts are better built, they
make better ornaments and weapoiDs and cultivate
more roots and cereals than the Carajas who have
never come into as much contact with Brazilians
as these. Their chief had made a trip to Para
and petitioned the State Government for aid for
his tribe, but was on 'y successful to the extent of
obtaining the uniform of an .army officer for
himself, as well as a trunk and a few odds and
ends. The village is very proud of its chief,
whose name is " Ouashuri", and who is without
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doubt quite an intelligent Indian. On hearing
of our arrival he donned his uniform and gave us
an official reception, taking us into his house,
and showing us over the village, exp]aining as he
did so what he had been able to accomplish for
his people and what he still hoped to do. He
dictated a long list to me of things that he wished
me to obtain from the Government for his village.
This list included 15 full uniforms for his men,
whom he . intends to form into a police squad,
clothes for the whole village, with a special
wardrobe for his family, rifles, ammunition,
agricultural implements as well as knives and
scissors, beads and mirrors and the like for the
women folk! This all goes to show that the Indian
is desirous of bettering himself and would
welcome such a thing as an industrial mission.
That night we were invited to attend the dances, the chief himself taking great pride in showing us and expJaining each dance as it was p2rfomed. Ouashuri spoke excellent Portuguese, and was
qu'ite talkative. The dances were very strange
and decidedly ·noisy, and on this occasion no one
dressed for them, about fifteen men dancing in
the light of the big fire quite naked but mightily pleased with themselves. At quite a late
hour we asked permission to turn in, whereupon
the evening's proceedings came to an end. Vv e
spent a very good night under the trees in our
hammocks and only woke first .at about 4 6' clock
when a number of the men slipped past our
hammocks into their canoes going to their cultivations. On their return at about 10 6' clock
Ouashuri called all the village out to be photographed as he was very anxious that I should
show to the Para .authorities what an imposing
lot of people constituited his village!

Two Armed men wearing ornaments.
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We had the occasion here of hearing
the loud wailing that is practised by the women
after the death of a relative. The nearest
relative is usually ·the one to do the mourning,
which consists of a J.ong, weird wailing which can
be heard all over the village -and which is kept up
for hours at a time, night and day. This goes
on for many months after the death of the relative. In this case it was a mother mourning the
loss of her full grown son who had died some
months previously. I visited her in her tent and
tried to sympathise, though I suspected that such
constant wailing for so many months must be,
at least in part, formal custom. However, she
seemed to appreciate my visit.
Some leagues further down we came to another and still larger village, numbering perhaps
as many as 120 Indians. This was the last Caraj a village on the Araguaya, and right sorry
we were to see the last of them, having already
learned to love these poor neglected people who
in so many ways are deserving of one's affection
and sympathy. We did not delay here,
merely spending the night on the great open praia,
for they had not yet moved into winter quarters.
One thing of interest which we discovered that
night as we sat out on the sand under the stars
with them was that they have names for all the
prominent stars. We tested more than one
Indian .and each gave the same name to the stars
indicated. It set us wondering as to what
thoughts they might have in connection with
those heavenly luminaries.
Early the next morning, as a thin mist was
rising off the water, we paddled out of sight of
this last Caraja village, and as we slipped downstream wondered whether we should meet
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again those naked, red forms on the sands of the
Araguaya, men and women for whom Christ died.
The next day was Sunday and Chrismas eve,
and we spent most of the day in our hammocks
under the trees, starting early the following day
towards the rapids. Christmas day was to be
the day on which we were to have our first
experience in shooting the rapids. We had heard
much of these cataracts and were very curious to
make our personal acquaintance with them. As
we travelled down. towards them the rocks
scattered over the whole river seemed to increase
and the current become faster. At about 10
o'clock we had brea-kfast and shortly after came
to the place where the waters of the mighty river
start to make their plunge to the sea. Our pilot
stopped and from a high rock made a swift survey
of the rapidly flowing water and the great rocks
to be seen in all · directions. Having satisfied
himself as to which was the best channel to take
we took our seats in our frail little craft and
entered the mouth of the "Sao Miguel" rapids.
The natives of the region certainly know how
to handle a canoe under these circumstances, for
as we seemed to be rushing to certain destruction
on the rocks they would swing the canoe round
with most remarkable skill -and before we realized
· what was happening we would pass tha-11
rush of water and be in a comparative calm,
making for the next. At times we would rush
past within one yard of a half submerged rock,
and no one will ever know how near we came to
those that were totally submerged! Our speed
on these occasions was probably between fifteen
and twenty miles an hour, which under the
circumstances was fast enough ! It took us half
an hour to pass Sao Miguel, rushing down among
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the rocks to the tune of the shouts of encouragement that the boatmen give to one another as
they descend the most difficult parts.
That day was spent passing the following
rapids: Sao Miguel, Carreira Comprida, and
Martyrios. Between the last named two we
passed the little decadent village of S.ao Jose and
shortly after came to the interesting Martyrios
Rapids. At this point the river, which all through
this region flows through rough mountainous
country, rushes through a gorge only about two
hundred feet wide! When one realizes that the
river is about a mile and a half wide at Conceic;ao
and that .a ll this water has to pass through a
narrow neck of two hundred feet one can imagine
only with difficulty the depth of the river and
its velocity at this point! That night we slept
within ea~shot of the roar of the waters a~ they
rushed down the "Cachoeira Grande" or Great
Rapid, the largest on the Araguaya.
Our pilot showed obvious signs of nervousness
·a t the thought of descending this rapid, so much
80, indeed, that he arranged with a local river
pilot at whose house we were sleeping that night
to take us down on the following day. As far as
we were concerned we were quite agreeable to
the change!
Very fortunately there was enough water in
the river to make it possible for us to descend
this big series of rapids by way of a narrow
passage which follows closely the left margin of
the river. All larger craft, of course, have to
keep to the main canal out in mid river, through
which passes. most of the water
a mad rush
among the rocks . We shot the fifteen miles of
the cataracts in an hour and a half, sometimes
pushing our way through thick bushes growing
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out in the water, sometimes paddling easily
through more or less still Wf].ter and at other times
shooting the rushes of water that occur at very
frequent intervals. At one point in the descent
we were forced to come out into the open canal
and for a few moments our experiences were
quite thrilling, but our crew handled the canoe
with great skill, .and our local pilot, who went
just ahead of us in his own canoe, seemed to
know every inch of this tortuous, winding
passage among the rocks. We had lightened one
load by placing most of our baggage in the pilot's
canoe, and on reaching the village .of Santa Isabel
at the foot of the Great Raipid all agreed that we
had made a very successful descent. This
experience served to teach us how tedious must
be a journey up these rapids, which can only be
accomplished by crawling along the water's edge
in the case of small canoes, and by cables attached
to the rocks in the case of large batel6es. Truly,
there could be no greater contrast than between
the beautiful placid waters. of the Upper Araguaya and these rushing, bubbling waters and
the rocky bed of the lower river.
We did not delay long in Santa Isabel which
is a village of no importance or interest. We
were disappointed in not being able to obtain a
fresh stock of rice and farinha, as our food had
completely run out, but hoped for better things
however at Sao Vicente, a village of considerable
size a.bout a day's journey furt,her down. We
arrived at this latter place in the afternoon of
the following day and were able to buy the necessary food, which we immediately opened up for
breakfast. Our breakfast that day was ready
for us by six o'clock in the evening, - a rather
late hour for the first meal of the day!
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At Sao Vicente we met two very good
Christian young . men who were faithfully
witnessing for Christ in this and neighbouring
towns, and who had succeeded in starting a regular Gospel servi ce every Sunday and Wednesday
in tbeir home, and were really doing a good work
in this way for God. They had even undertaken
to start a small day-school for children. There
are about five or six Christians in this little town,
the first we had met on the long stretch of nearly
one thqusand miles of river that we had covered,
with the exception of the school-master at Sao
Jose, 850 miles away! Alexandre Silva and his
brother, Raymundo, invited us to hold a meeting
that night in their house, and in spite of such
short notice and a heavy rain we had a number
of people in who paid very good attention and
seemed genuinelly intere5ited in the Gosp el. How
hard it is for Christians in the homelands to imagine the position of a little group such as this ; some
a'lready believers, but without teaching and the
means of getting spiritual help, others i nter ested,
but without opportunity of meeting those who
would be capable of relieving them of their doubts
and urging them into full acceptance of the
Saviour; and still others who have never heard
the Gospel of the grace of God; and how ·c an they
hear Without a preacher?
Sao J oao was our next stop of any interest,
this old town being one of the few in this. region
that date back to . time of the Empire. It
is quite dead now, and would probably not exist
at all were it not for its position at the junction
of the two great rivers, the Araguaya and Tocantions. The former of these two rivers is
commonly called the affluent of the latter; but
why this should be so is hard to discover. The
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Araguaya is a longer, and very much wider
river with a very much more steady rise a nd fall
of water during the changes of season each year;
a river containing many more miles of
navigable waters than the Tocantins. Besides all
this, one who has once seen the junction of the
two rivers will never doubt which of the two it
iS that flows into the other. Just at this point
the Araguayan waters are flowing along one of
those imposing "estiroes" where the eye cannot
see as far as the next bend and where it looks as
if sky met the water in the horizon. As this majestic river flows wide and deep along its uninterrupted course, to the right from among the forests
emerges the Tocantins, and, not in a majestic
sweep but through three narrow mouths, empties
ff waters into the Araguaya, at right angles to
the course of the latter river. Nevertheless, we
must follow in line with what hasi already been
decreed and call the river for the remainder of its
course, not the Araguaya, but the Tocantins !
Though the name changes one felt very conscious
of being on the same river, at least as far as the
town of Maraba which was our next stop of
interest.
Between Sao J oao and Maraba the combined
waters of the two rivers, the c~ear water of the
Araguaya and the muddy water of the Tocantins~
flow through a very rocky course and this stretch
is almost one continued series of small rapids.
It is along this section of the river and for about
150 miles down that the savage "Gavi6es" live.
These Indians, whose name means the "Hawks",
are not on friendly terms with the white man,
more on account of past bad treatment received
at his hands rather than a natural tendency to
savagery.
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It is in the forests of this region that the
famous Brazil .nuts are gathered and Maraba is
the centre of this industry. Not more than a
year ago two men crossed the river on to the
side of the Gavi6es with the intention of gathering nuts. The Indians, however, had other ideas on
the subject, and soon showed that they did not
intend that their territory should be invaded by
the nut-gatherers. They pierced one man through
the ne.ck with an arrow, shot another into the
upper muscle of eaeh arm and a fourth through
the centre of his stomach, of course kilJing him on
the spot. In order to make their policy known
to the river folk they shot no less than sixty-two
arrows into the body of this unfortunate man,
dressed him up in their feathered ornaments and
placed his body ·on the bank of the river for all
who passed to see! The second man was more
fortunate. As soon as he received the first arrow
in the neck he dived into the river, and, swimming
under water for a long distance, escaped the
Indians. He is to-day in Maraba with a piece of
the arrow still in his neck! Unknown to usi, the
site of our night's rest when passing this section
of country was the ve.ry place where this awful
tragedy took place ! Where ignorance is bliss 'tis
folly to be wise !
At Maraba we had to wait for five days
before securing a passage on one of the many
motor-boats that take "Castanha", or nuts, down
the rapids to the rive;r boats from Para. We
despatched our pilot and crew who had decided
to spend a month or two nut-gathering, as it was
just at the beginning of the season and the price
being offered for nuts was the best known for
years past ·. The "Castanheira ", or tree on which
the nut grows, is an extremely tall and beautiful
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tree, and can be seen in large numbers
towering above the other trees of the fore1st. The
nuts are enclosed in a very hard round pod, or
casing, Jike a large, rough wooden ball, which,
when ripe, breaks open with a loud report and
the nuts scatter on the. ground below. All that
has to be done is to gather them and take them
down to the river's edge and pack them into the
holds of the motor-boats, bateloes or canoes, as
the case may be, which take them down the
rapids, at great risk, to the river boats below.
On New Year's da.y, while still in this
comparatively thriving liWe town of Mara.ba, we
met one of our friends from Sao Vicente who had
attended our meeting there and who was very
interested in the Gospel. He immediately asked
us if we would not hold another in Maraba if he
could arrange it, an invitation which we were
only too happy to accept. He: was most successful
in the effort, and together with another man who
appeared to be interested in the Gospel, secured
the town-hall by kind permission of the Mayor
and invited all the. prominent men of thle town.
Why onJy men were invited we do not know,
but it certainly was a rare experience and a
wonderful opportunity to see between forty and
fifty well-dressed and intelligent men, including
the Mayor of the town, turn out to hear the
Gospel. We were formally introduced by the
popular political speech-maker of the town, who
said that the audience was going to have the
pleasure of listening to a "literary discourse on
Religion" ! We hardy think that from a literary
point of view our talk was a great success,
though we do hope for good from it from the
standpoint of a simple Gospel message ! The
audience paid most excellent attention, and
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from the discussion it aroused in the town afterwards it showed they had intelligently grasped
much of what was said. · We trust that some may
have. got a spiritual grasp also of the truth.
We sha11 not give the details of our short trip
of two and a half days down the Tocantins
rapids as our experiences were more or less like
those we had on the Araguaya, namely, wet
nights with little or no she:J.ter, days with very
little in the way of food, and an endless succession
of rocks a.nd rapids. No.t far below Maraba we
entered "Tauri Grande", a tremendously rough
stretch of river some fifty or sixty miles long.
This together with the famous and most formidable of all the rapids, "Itaboca ", form a barrier
past which navigation of any eonsiderable
volume, with any degree of safety, can never be.
The river bed is literally filled with huge rocks
and numberless small islands, between which the
huge volume ·o f water rushes in a frantic effort
to find an exit to the sea, forming, as it g'i0es,
mighty cataracts, monster whirlpools, and even
here and there veritable water-falls. At time5,
as our small boat rushed past, we could see the
waters rushing in all directions, even forming
strong currents "upstream", which serves to
show the chaotic condition of the waters as they
force their way through this wild and abandoned
region. This section of the river has been the
scene of many a disaster, wh.e.n the great batel6es laden with nuts or rubber, in an attempt to
pass through these troubled waters, often are
thrown on to the rocks, and cargo and crew into
the foaming waters. A great number of lives
have been lost in this way, and many more, no
doubt, will be before the Government awakes to
the fa.ct that only by opening up a navigable
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channel through these rapids will one of Brazil'~
greatest waterways · be th r own open to commerce
and trave!.
·
We were not descending these rapids at a
very good time, for the river was still very low
and the rocks still expos.ed, thus making a passage
through more difficult to find. During six
months of the year, be it undersfo.od, .the river is
quite impassable, and it is only after the rains
have filled the river enough to form canals among
the rocks that boats can pass. As we entered
the Tauri Grande rapid our pilot decided to avoid
a very dangerous whirlpoo~. in the big canal by
attempting to get through by way of a smaller
canal to one side, believing that the river was full
enough to make this canal safe. We were
travelling at a considerable speed under combined
motor and water power when suddenly there was
a sharp shock followed by another, the boat
jerked awkwardly to one side, and we knew that
we had hit rocks! The pilot evidently thought that
the hull had not been punctured for he was
Rteering across a stretch of comparatively smooth
water straight for the main canal. Very
:tortunately for us all the rush o.f wate.r into thL.
boat very soon showed us that there was a bif
.d ole in the hull. The owner of the boat shouteu
to the pilot, who seemed slow to realize that
there w.as any danger of sinking, to swing the
boat round b~k into the still water out of which
'Ne were rapidly pass·ing. By this time the engine
was filling with water and even the pilot had to
face the fact of immediate danger to the boat
and crew as he swung its nose back in the
direction of a small sandba~k nearby. We
had only just reached shallow water when the
boat touc1).ed bottom! Had we once entered the

At the head of the rapids.
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irresistible force of the waters in the main canal
to which we were heading we should have sunk
in . deep water or been hurled on the rocks.
As it was we were quite safe on the bank, though
the cargo had to be removed and placed on the
sand while the hole was repaired as well as was
possible under the circumstances.
For the rest of the way ~hrough this long
series of cataracts and whirlpools we had no particular a dve ntures·, and on the day following we
arrived at the head of the great "ltaboca Rapid".
Here the cargo had to be all taken out and loaded
on to mul.es which took it over a very rocky road
down to a point four miles below. This short
distance is at all times of the year impassable
unless the boats are very light and ride high in
the water. For this reason the large batel6e•s
have always to unload their cargo and send it
round by mule-back to a point below the cataract,
while the smaller craft, like the motor boats, have
to do so until the riv.er is sufficiently full to allow
them to pass with safety. We spent a night at
this busy little place where numbers of boats and
bateloes were unloading, and during the afternoon of the next day we shot the rapid. We put
on our raincoats to avoid getting wet by the
clouds of spray that break over the boat as it
rushes through the narrow canal. In ~ome places
the rushing waters went over such sharp declines
as to amount almost to water-falls, and in other
places made such sudden deviations as to require
all the strength of the two men who were handling
the rudder. .The length of this very bad piece of
river is about four miles and it took us exactly
ten minutes to _get through, which will serve to
show the strength and velocity of the waters that
carried us down. The canal by which all boats
1
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make the descent, and which is known as the
"Canal do Arrependido", or the canal of him who
has already repented, is a small canal near in to
the left bank of the river. There is another, still
more dangerous, on the other side; and in the
middle, where the greater part of the water of the
river passes is the fearful "Canal do Inferno", or
canal of Hell, where the waters in a veritable
frenzy rush wildly over huge rocks and through
narrow gorges and where no living soul has ever
passed. Though we saw little of this terrible
rush of wa:ter we felt the effects of it when
passing through the many miles of whirlpools
further down caused by it. These whirlpools are
dreaded by the river pilots more than the cataracts themselves. After reloading at the foot
of the rapids it was nearly night and we only had
time to rea ~h a small town known as " Areiao '·'
before it became too dark to travel, but on the
following morning we were early on our way
again, and by 10 6 clock had passed all the I taboca whirlpools and the remaining rapids, and
were slipping smoothly through the quiet, placid
waters of the great river which now gave
one the impre.s sion that they were too exhaust ed
by their impetuous rush down from higher levels
fo be able to do more than glide gently to the sea.
We were most fortunate in finding a river
steamer loading nuts at the foot of the rapids
·and which was due to leave early the next day
for Para, and it was not long before we were on
board enjoying a good meal round a table ! This
sudden return to civilization was mpst agreeable,
partly be.cause of the comfort of travel, but mostly
because it meant "home in three days"!.
Once more we were back in the Amazon
plain, with its multitude of rivers and thick,
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dense fore st s ; with its river boats that can ply
the waters without f ear of rock or fall a nd
where little river-side t owns b e.c ome gradually
more animated and industrious as one draws nea r
to the g rrnt - or the onee great ~ rubber por t
of Para. From Cameta we s mt a telegram to
the others of our party in Para to kill the fatted
calf, for the long:-looked-for day of our return
was to arrive on the morrow! It is not diffictd
to imagine our joy and excitement as we sat once
more round the old table e.nj oying a good homecooked meal and talking of our many adventures
since vve had separated on that far away September evening. Later we sent cables tD the dea.c
ones in the homelands telling of our safe arrival
in Para . Truly, God had led us and blessed us in
a wonderful way, undoubtedly in an&wer to the
prayers of many who were thinking of and praying for us as we journeyed, - who were holding
the ropes, so to speak, as we went dDwn the well.
We had passed through much that was untried
and unknown, through dangers that we probably
eve.r dreamed of; we had passed through the
land of the red man i.n safety, through regions
where law is unknown and where life is considered
of little value, through sections of river where
many refuse to pass, and through zones, on the
lower reaches of the river, where malaria holds
the population in its grip. Yet, by the goodness
of God, we came through in perfect health and
absolute safety. We had been "kept by the
power of God", and returned home humbly
grateful to Him.
We had travelled, during the course of our
trip, no lessi than 2700 miles by steamer, 960. by
railroad, 250 by automobile, 125 on mule-back, 70
miles on foot, 1000 in a canoe, 100 in a motor-
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boat and 250 by ste.am launch, making a total of
5455 miles!
And what is to be the result? We have visited
the Indian in his home, we have realized the problem that he presents and the tremendous difficulties that stand in the way of those who would
take the Gospel to him, we know now something
of what is possible and of the methods by which
that may best be acc·Omplished, and we. realize to
the full that if the Gospel is to be taken. to the
Indians of the Araguaya not only must the. field
forces be ready to sacrifice home and comforts,
but also the home forces must ~e.alize the need and
the opportunity and be willing to sacrifice in
providing the means and the prayer neeessary
to back those that go. into the Regions Beyond.
"There's a wide and open door
In the. whole wide world to-day;
God is working everywhere,
Let us work while still we may.
Walls are falling all around ;
God is marching on before;
Let us follow where He leads
Into every open door".
A. B. Simpson

The Indians of · Brazil, door!

still another open

CHAPTER XI
A RACE WITHOUT A HOME
It is possible that the Great Day of Reckoning
will reveal no greater tragedy than that enacted
when the White Man, through lust of conquest
and thirst for gold, by treachery and cruelty, deprived the Red Man of his right to earthly
happiness, and left him a race without a home
or country, without comfort or security, a
wanderer in the forests and dark places of the
earth, there to await, in want and misery, ultimate extinction · at the hands of his oppressors.
Before the navigators of Europe turned
toward the West and casually discovered the vast
American Continents, there already existed in the
New World peoples of habits and customs as
diverse as those of the nations of the Old. There
were Empires· of great age and a civilization
among the prei-c.olombi.an peoples perhaps not
inferior to that of the East at a c.orresponding
period. Inscriptions, yet to be deciphered, will
reveal their origin and progress, though we have
not to wait for this to know that they were
acquainted with the mathematic.al sciences and
the arts, and forms of governments in no way
inferior to those of contemporary Europe. Great
monoliths adorned with the most exquisite
sculpture testify to their artistic attainments, and
it is said that astronomy and the siderial world
were studied by these peoples. Indeed we have
personally sat out as already mentioned on the
sands of a far-away river under the star-lit sky,
surrounded by Indians, and learned from them
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that they, even now, have names for all the
prominent stars, which made one wonder as to the
extent of their knowledge in past centuries.
But the coming of the white man was their
undoing. Though the strangers from across the
ocean came in the company of priests of the Holy
Church and with the Cross a,:S their emblem,
yet murder and treachery, cruelty and lust
followed in their wake, whether in the North or
South, East or West.
To the North, in Mexico, it was through
treachery .and alliance with rebellion that the
Kingdom of Montezuma was overthrown at the
place still known to us as Vera Cruz, or the True
Cross.
In the west it was by cruelty and ruthless
oppression that the Empire of the Incasi gave way
to the dominion of Spain. This Empire of 400
years of model government fell almost in a day
before the unscrupulous advance of Spanish
fortune-hunters and the fanatical servants of
Rome, who spared neither human life nor ancient
document. The perfect system of irrigation,
the superb roads and magnificent structures of
the Inca Civilization were destroyed without
mercy because their owners possessed gold. The
thirst for riches did not recognise rights, nor
was it ashamed to practice acts of cruelty and
treachery to obtain its end, be it done in the name
of Church or State.
Nor was the East or South more fortunate,
for in Brazil the Portuguese acted as did the
.Spaniards. Though received with kindness and
hospitality by the Indians their response was with
fire and sword. The tribes were, mercilessly
slaughted by fire-arms to them unknown, their
homes plundered and robbed, and their wives and
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children ravished and murdered. The mountains
and forests of the Land of Palms soon echoed
with the screams of terrified men and women and
the groans of the dying. Crimes too horrible to
relate were committed without fear of merited
punishment or respect for human life. True,
the priests found time for so-called missionary
work, and the survivors were brought into the
fold of the Holy Church and reckoned among the
Faithful, though this only meant a confession of
faith in the Virgin and one Supreme God and the
submission to Baptism. No moral -0r spiritual
good was accomplished in the lives of these unfortunate pagans, no story of a S1aviour or the
hope of Glory to come, was ever told them. And
so it w.as that the great Tupis, absolute masters
of their own destinies and rulers of thefr own
great country, became a group of broken bands
of fugitives scattered through the forests of the
far regions of the Continent, with their hand
rais~d against every man and, seemingly, every
man s hand against them .
And today, what is the condition of the Indian? In Brazil between one and two million,
for the most part naked, poverty...,stricken and
pagan, roam through the forests and along the
river banks of regions too remote to be known and
too infested with disease to be inhabited. Without
homes or comforts of any kind, without appetising
food or clothes to wear; exposed to sun and rain,
to wild animals, to the fever-carrying mosquito,
to snake-bite and the poisoned arrows of his
brother (for they have been thrown into a state
of internecine strife), they are wi hout a
knowledge of Christ, having no hope and without
God in the world. In many sections of the Amazon
Valley, they are forced into the service of
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the rubber-gatherers, · unscrupulous rogues who
promise them rewards, which if ever paid, are
only in the form of cheap cloth or useless articles
of ornamentation. Often they are mercilessly
beaten and frequently murdered as examples to
make their fellows work harder for the gain of
their masters the rubber-gatherers. The writer
has heard of instances where whole groups, at
the close of the day's work, were surrounded and
shot, sometimes merely to afford sport for their
masters. When a crime is committed or stir of
an~r kind occurs in these lawless regions,
the
Indian is always assumed to be the culprit, and to
make sure of the individual whole gangs are
murdered. And .as often as not the fault is with
the white and not the red man.
The Brazilian Indian is not mentioned to the
exclusion of all others, but, a s these pages show,
rather becau,se it was in the far-away regions
of the interior of this vast land that we first had
the privilege of meeting the Red Man in his own
home, of eating with him from the same pot,
around the same fire, of sleeping by his side in his
own village and being paddled as his guest in his
own canoe . It was in the Land of Palms that the
vision of a wronged and abandoned race first
opened up to the soul, and love and longing
awakened on his behalf. The account of our
experiences as here given is not intended to focus
attention in any special way on the Indians of the
Araguaya Valley save in so far as they are representative of the race as a whole. The tribes we
have described and the conditions under which
they live w~ believe to be typical of hundreds of
others throughout the plains of Colombia, Ecuador, Peru', B0livia and Brazil, and for this reason
we trust that what has been written will serve
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to interest and enlighten those who are looking
and praying for the evangelization of this race.
No indeed; of the twenty millions of Indians
in Latin America, only two are within the limits
of Brazil. This race knows no political boundaries; America is its Continent. Done to death
in the North the Indian still struggles against
feaful odds in the South. From the Rio Grande,
through Mexico, Central America, across Panama
into Colombia, among the mountains of Ecuador,
Peru' and Bolivia, throughout the immense Amazon Valley and the interior forests of Brazil and
on to the Pampas of Paraguay and Argentine are
to be found the tribes of the red race. In Central America and on the Plateaux of the Andes
the Indian is for the most part nominally
Christian, though at heart still pagan. In the
Lowlands of the Southern Republics he still lives
along the rlvers and in the forests, with his bow
and arrow, his club and lance, his paddle and hiS'
canoe. He believes in the Great Spirit of whom
he lives in constant dread and fear. He is pagan,
uncivilized and outlawed, yet noble in character
and of an affe.ctionate nature. He will never
forget a wrong but ever r emembers a kindness.;
he will not forgive an enemy but will die for a
friend. As a rule he cares and respects a faithful
wife, and as a parent the Indian is passionately
fond of his children. A kindness to his child will
win his heart and gain his friendship.
True it is there are tribes that are savage
and cruel and unapproachable. But can we blame
them altogether when we remember the past?
Their hostility has become to them a religion ·the religion of revenge and S'elf-defense. One
day the red man wi11 stand with his white brother
before the Bar of God; and then, and only then,
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will truth be fully known and justice be done.
As a race he has suffered at the hands. of the
white man; it is now the white man's duty, - yea
the Christian's privilege - to take to him the
light of the Gospel of Jes us Christ.
Among the Indians of South America there
are - it must be admitted - cannibal tribes.
Tribes of Indians sunk so low in sin and degradation as to stoop to the practice of eating his
fellow-man! But - mark it well - only the
flesh of the "white" man! The names and location
of three such tribes are known to the writer and
there are, no doubt, others.
Twenty millions! This race reaches a cro&s
seventy degrees of Latitude and is scattered
through no less than sixteen republics, all within
the limits of the Americas, - yet still unevangelized !
Praise God, their is a rustling in the tops
of the mulberry trees, - some of the Evangelical
Missionary Societies. are facing the problem and
are moving forward . It will be a tremendous
task, this of evangelizing a whole race at this
late hour of the Day of Grace. Only when the
tide of prayer and self-sacrifice rises high, and
when the people of God realize the urgency of
the call in the light of the Advent will the Gospel
in its- fulness and power reach the millions of this
abandoned people, this race without a home,
without hope and without God, dying for just a
litt]e bit of love. And it is only the Gospel of
Grace that can lift them into a state of happiness
and contentment, and help them to forget the
past, brighten the present and open up to them a
future for which to live. The responsibility is
ours; and may our responsibility speedily become
our "response-to-His-ability".
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God has had, and still has, His witnesses
among the tribes of the Red Man; today they are
at their posts in regions that are lonely and
remote; but they are few in number and b~tt1ing
against fearful odds. An army must be organized and an advance called if the Indian is to be
evangelized. Across the Andes along the trails
of the Conquistadores and over the plains following the routes of the Bandeirantes must march
the Pioneers of the Cross of Christ. This citadel
will fall only to heavy artillery and surrender only
at the sound of the marching of a host!
"Fol.low after! Follow after! We have watered
the root,
And the bud has come to bloss0m that ripens for
fruit!
Follow after! We are waiting by the trails that
we lost,
For the sound of many footsteps, for the tread of
a host.
Follow after! Follow after! For the harvest is
sown;
By the bones about the wayside ye shall come
to your own ! " .
.1

Though the religious beliefs of the hundreds
of tribes· of Pagan Indians must be numerous and
varied they nevertheless fall into two general
and distinct groups, the mention of which will
help to give some idea of the great need of these
people of the Gospel of Christ. Imagine two
Indians, far away in the regions beyond. One is
on the. bank of river that glides silently through
the forest. He is concealed behind a tree, with
his finger s· on his bow-string and his club ready
to hand. He senses the approach of an enemy,
a white man perchance, and he is prepared, yea
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€ager to kill. He is nervous, susp1c10us and
instinctiveJy cruel; he is hostile, and hostility is
his religion. He represents one group. The
other, stands erect in his canoe as it drifts with
the current out in midstream. His paddle is in
one hand while the other is raised to shade his
eyes as he gazes into the sunset. He has caught
his fish and is on his way to · the village, but he
stops, just for a minute, to look into the sunsetwondering what may lie beyond that display of
cloud and colour. He does not understand, but
hope is in his breast. He represents the other
group.
Those of the first group believe in and look
for the coming of a Messiah or Great Deliverer
who, when he comes, will free them from the
power of the white man and once more re.store the
ancient civilization of the Indian. In the meantime they are to carry on ceaseless. warfare as
best they can, never submitting to the domination
of the white civilization. This group, as would
be expected, include those tribes that are savage
and unapproachable, who will shoot and kill
without warning or mercy any white man who
enters their territory. They are waging war
with their conquerors buoyed by the supreme
confidence in final victory when th2ir Great
Deliverer appears.
How eagerly would such people receive the
Christian hope of a Kingdom of peace on earth under the personal rule of a Great Deliverer who
loves all alike and for whom we a:w.a it from
Heaven ! Their hop9 is largely ours.
Those of the other group are of the persuasion
that continued resistance is useless, and that it is
better to accept defeat and submit to the inevitab1.e domination and superiority of the white man.
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They believe that very little that is worthwhil~
is to be had in this world, but that the best should
be made of what there is. They believe that
across the Great Sea there is a Land of Happiness
where they will live at peace and where the
Indian will be supreme. They think that at
death - or even before --:- they cross to these
Elysian Fields and that they should make it their
aim while on earth to become ready for that
Crossing. These Indians indulge in long and
fatiguing dances in order to lighten their weight
and so make it easier for them to cross the Great

Sea.
Not long ago a local Sitate Government in the
south of Br.azil heard of an organized band of
these Indians planning a trip to the coast, to the
margin of the Great Sea, where they hoped to
be able to make the great Crossing. A suitable
agent was sent to endeavor to dissuade them,
but without success. To the contrary, the Indians~
on recognising that this man had Indian blood
in his veins, tried to show him that it was his
duty to follow them to the coast! On arriving at
the sea and beholding the great ocean thay
reluctantly realized the difficulty - not the
impossibility - of the Crossing. Persuaded that
it was because they themselves were not ready
and prepared, they returned to their forest home
there to engage in further bodily exercises and
dances with the idea of lessening their weight and
so facilitating their transportation to the Land
of Rest!
Soo.n they undertook again their long journey
to the coast, where on their arrival, they continued with renewed effort to subject themselves to
corporal chastisement and so make a supreme
effort to cross the Great Sea. Finally, as was
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inevitable, they had to retrace their steps, sad
and disappointed, to their home in the forests, one
of their number falling a victim to exhaustion and
dying on the way. Poor deluded people! What .
an unspeakable privilege to tell them the truth
about the Land of Peace and of the true and
only way of reaching that happy shore!
In their ignorance and poverty they continue
to wander in the forests, robbed of what is theirs,
cheated of their rights, outside the protection
of the law, beyond the reach of the preacher's
voice and the hand that would help, waiting waiting to hear of the Great Deliverer and of the
Land that lies beyond!
THE END
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